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UNLV transfer QB
Jon Deriton may
be the man
running the
show when the
Colonels open fetfB. BL
their season
Sept. 5/B3

Sorority rush
ends with
tears of
joy/B6
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Safety receives $8.4 million
Money to be used for
whole university, college
of law enforcement
BY ANDREA DECAMP

News writer

This summer the Council on Postsecondary
Education met to award Kentucky universities
with money for programs of distinction.
Eastern received money for its program of distinction in Justice and Safety.
The program falls under the direction of the
college of law enforcement. This college houses the schools of corrections, loss prevention
and safety, and police studies.
Eastern is getting $8.4 million over three

years, divided into $2.8 million per year. The
first year actually ended June 30, 1998, so the
rest of the money will be distributed over this
and next school year.
Not all of the money is coming from
Frankfort The CPE agreed toLpay each university up to $1.4 million peryear, but that
school must match the amount. Eastern was in
a good financial state to ask for the highest
amount of funding from the CPE.
For the first year, $2,533,000 was given to the
university. Of that money, $1,150,000 will go to
general improvements for all of the colleges.
The other $1,383,000 went into an endowment
fund that will grow with interest and be used for
Eastern's next program of distinction.
Because the college must match the money
that comes from Frankfort, the fund is a good
way to ensure that Eastern will have the funds

to support another program of distinction in
the future, said Jim Clark, vice president of
government relations and planning.
During the next two years the money will be
given to the college of law enforcement.
The college has some idea' of where that
money will be spent, and an idea to make sure
that the money will be around for a lot longer
than just two years.
The college will set aside $2,579,000 in a college endowment fund to collect interest and
grow so that after these first few years the college will still be able to support being a program of distinction.
The rest of the $3,288,000 will be spent
implementing the program of distinction in the
college of law enforcement

Where the money goes
Eastern win spend $8.4 million on developing programs of detjnctJon over
the next two years by matching state funds.

1997-98
■ $1.15 million for general
improvements fltorary. equipment)
■ $1.4 mtton for endowment
for future programs
■ $270,000 for Safety and
Justice program

1998-99
■ $1.7mWon
endowrnent for
future programs

199900
■ $834,000
endowment for
future programs

■ $1mlKonfor
Safety and Justice
program

■ $2 million for
Safety and
Justice program

Source: Vice President Ctark
Jemy BuncrvPtogress

See Justice/Page A6

Community
colleges get
boost from
Council

Makin

London/Corbin area to
benefit from state money
BY DENA TACKETT

Assistant news editor

aim to
Robert Kustra, Eastern'sTHBBI^Sident, has
made his impact on campus felt with a number
of changes. Some already have been made, while
others will take some time, but nevertheless, the
former Illinois Lieutenant Governor has made his
presence felt. Inside, the Progress looks at some
of the many changes he has already recommended.
t>- Changes highlighted
in Kustra's speech to
faculty and staff Aug. 17
affect everyone on
campus/ A8
^ Russell Enzie, vice
president of academic
affairs, is stepping down
— a committee has
been formed to look for
his replacement/A8
^ Lancaster Parking
Lot has become general
parking, allowing
anyone with a tag to
park there/A9

^ For the first time
since 1990, Eastern will
have a full-time athletics
director in an effort to
better market the
university/A15
► The road to Eastern
was filled with many
twists of fate for the
Kustras/Bl

>n't want to hear We've
always done it that way.'
— Robert KusM %

Photos by Brenda AhearrVProgress
(Above left) New Eastern president Robert Kustra talks with Barry Mays, a junior
PAD major, at the freshmen picnic Aug. 20. (Above) Kustra's wife, Kathy,
enjoyed the cotton candy at the picnic, Which was the Kustras" first.

Eastern has received money to help community
and technical colleges in the London/Corbin area
better serve students.
Under Gov. Paul Patton's Higher Education
Reform Act, all corrfmunity and technical colleges in
the state were taken away from University of
Kentucky and placed under the scope of the Council
on Postsecondary Education (CPE).
CPE then created the Kentucky Community and
Technical College System (KCTCS) to oversee the
creation of regional
centers funded by leg' IPicWnflasIte
islature.
Five regional postsec- Eastern and KCTCS
ondary education cen- formeda joint task force to
ters were approved and decide where the new
distributed to universi- regional postsecondary
ties in the state. Eastern, education center wi go.
Murray State University Recommendaljon deadSne
and Morehead State bOctl.
University each received
one, while Western .
,_
Kentucky University got
two centers. The-four
universities will work
cooperatively
with
^•London
KCTCS to develop recommendations on how
Somerset jl
to use the amount of
, • Corbin
money each is alloted.
The appropriations
bill passed by the 1998 Source Km Nation. Or*** of
General
Assembly extended program*
requires each universiJenny Bunch/Progress
ty, along with KCTCS,
to "examine opportunities for collaboration..." and to conduct "an analysis of
the academic and student needs of a region..."
The findings will be presented to CPE.
Former President Funderburk took the initiative
to create a joint task force with KCTCS with the
objective of gathering information on things such as
enrollment trends in already existing community and
technical colleges in the London/Somerset area.
Although Eastern will not have any control over
the community and technical centers, it will work
with them.
It is being negotiated that Eastern and KCTCS will
receive $13 million of the $50 million total. Five million dollars will go to Eastern to use at Corbin and
eight million will go for the KCTCS center in London.
"It will be one center with two buildings. One in
Corbin and one in London," President Kustra said.
The task force must have all recommendations in by
Oct. 1 on whether one or two facilities will be created.
There is definitely a need for education in both
areas," said Ken Nelson, director of extended programs. "We hope to have one in Corbin and in London."
Kustra said the centers will be a way to serve students in southeastern Kentucky who cannot get to
See Boost/Page A7

Kenya bombing shakes Eastern student
Peninah
Mungania was
in a bank next
to the U.S.
Embassy that
was bombed
Aug. 7 hi
Kenya.
Don Knight/
Progress

4

TACtum
Assistant news editor
BY DENA

When Peninah Mungania. a 23-year-old
native of Nairobi, Kenya, woke up Aug. 7,
she knew she had an eventful day ahead of
her.
As she prepared for her first trip to the
United States where she would attend graduate school at Eastern, she first had to visit
her brother-in-law's office on the first floor
of the Cooperative Bank to exchange her
money to American currency.
More packing and a going-away party
awaited her at home before she was to leave
on her 10:15 p.m. flight.
It was a day she would never forget, but

I

for a different reason than she expected.
A calm and composed Mungania recalls
sitting in her brother-in-law's office located
next to the American Embassy when she
heard a loud blast.
Not knowing what it was, she went to the
window where she saw nothing out of the
ordinary. As she returned to her seat, another blast occurred as the glass windows shattered, throwing her to the ground.
The partitions in the more than 20-story
glass building fell, forcing people in the
lower floors inward and those on the upper
floors out onto the street
See Bombing/Page A14
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The last day for drop/add Is tomorrow.
Campus wide room changes begin Sept. 3.
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► Editorials

GAME
OVER?
Campus efforts haven't solved
Lancaster Avenue traffic problem
SO, WHAT
DO YOU
THINK?
ARE YOU
ALSO
FED UP THAT
NOTHING iS
BEING DONE
ABOUT THE
LANCASTER
PROBLEM?

TO VOICE
YOUR
OPINIONS
Drop us a line

at 117.
Donovan
Annex or via
e-mail at
progress @acs.
eku.edu. You
can also send
your
comments
through the
feedback
burton on the
Virtual
Progress web
site at
(Www.progress

eku.edu

T

his is it
This is the final time.
No longer will you read in The Eastern
Progress" the fact that we need a crosswalk, an over. pass or something on Lancaster Avenue to tie
Lancaster parking lot
We're fed up with it
We have finally come to realize that nothing is
going to be done in making Lancaster safer to cross
until somebody gets hurt attempting to play a human
version of "Frogger" across the four-lane road.
For years we have complained and nothing has
happened. Student Association attempted a petition a
while ago and that didn't do a bit of good.
And now, take into consideration the fact that the
Lancaster lot is no longer just a residential lot Now
anyone with a university parking tag can park there.
It doesn't matter if you're a commuter, a resident or
an employee, you can park there.
But if you do, you risk your life. This is your last.
warning from us.
On Monday, the first day of school, one could easily see that the number of people attempting to
cross the road was at least double than normal.
It was typical to see a group of five to seven people stuck in the middle of the road as cars
screamed past on both sides at 40 mph.
Drivers won't slop for a simple crosswalk, so that
is out of the question. A light is needed to force
motorists to stop, but that isn't possible since it
would be too close to the trafGc lights on Barnes
Mill Road and Crabbe Street
So that leaves only the option of an overpass left But
the school doesn't have the money for that, and it doesn't
help that Lancaster is a state road.
Previous administrators failed at finding a solution, so
Bob Kustra, this is your biggest challenge thus farjp your
presidency. You can take it, we're sick of writing about it

Ll £i e
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Alcohol abuse bigger than campus
► Campus Comments

least consider the chances of getOn January 16, Eastern stuting caught and having to be on
dent Joshua Powell was
THE ISSUE
social probation, to complete an
taken to Pattie A. Clay
alcohol
program, having to deal
Hospital
and
placed
in
intensive
At the latest Board of Regents meeting, a new
with
unannounced
room inspeccare
after
Eastern
public
safety
alcohol policy was approved which includes up to
tions during the probation period
a $675 fine and expulsion from campus housing.
officers found him to have a
What do you think of the new policy? Is it necesand a written reprimand. Maybe
blood-alcohol content of 0.330 —
sary or overly harsh? Here's what some of your
the thought of having to deal with
more
than
three
times
the
legal
fellow students think.
that will make them consider
limit.
whether it's really worth it
The report said officers
And those sanctions are the
attempted to use wrist locks and
least
harsh of all the new sancOC
spray
—
a
pepper-based
spray
It seems kind of harsh.
tions
for alcohol violations. The
that
irritates
nerve
endings
and
People drinking in
sanctions
also deal with students
causes
burning
pain
on
their rooms doesn't
who are being drunk
contact
—
to
control
seem that dangerous.
Just like the and disorderly, violent
Powell. According to a
I think they (administra- police report, members death
and even excessively
tion) should concentrate of Keene Hall staff told
noisy as well as students
penalty does who
are under the influpublic safety officers
on something that's
not
deter
all
ence
to
the degree that
they
were
trying
to
premore dangerous.
the
student
may endanvent Powell from hurtmurders,
Hometown Union Major Undeclared Year: Sophmore
ger himself/herself or
ing himself.
Eastern's
other people.
Powell ended up with
new crack
The sanctions range
alcohol poisoning and
from
social probation to
was charged with alcodown on
possible
expulsion.
hol
intoxication,
disorI think it is necessary
alcohol use
In the recommendaderly conduct and
because for the first
on campus
tions by the Substance
resisiting arrest.
time before it was just If the university's new
Abuse
Committee, the
won't deter
committee says part of
a slap on the wrist and alcohol policy was in
place at that time, would all residents the problem is the bars
this is more enforcing.
from
downtown and Michalle
Powell have thought
Rice, chair of the committwice about the consedrinking on
tee, said the committee's
quences of his actions?
goal is to prevent alcoholThe answer is maybe, campus.
related deaths, injuries,
Hometown: Louisville Major: Elementary education
maybe not.
Year" Sophmore
,
But if the university is going to emotional problems and assaults.
To overcome these problems
have an alcohol policy, it needs to
:'
the committee is definitely going
be a strong one.
to have to work with the
There is no one sanction that
I think it's good because
will control anyone's actions
Richmond community as far as
it cuts down on alcohol entirely. Just like the death penal- the bars go. The university can
use. It encourages
ty does not deter all murders,
punish students for drinking and
people to go to class and Eastern's new crack down on alco- being drunk on campus, but the
hol use on campus won't deter all real problem is that underage stustay on campus doing
residents from drinking on camdents can drink downtown and
other things.
pus.
then come back on campus.
But students who might think
The bottom line is the new poliabout sneaking some alcohol into cy is a good one, but there is still .
Hometown: Lexington Major: Child care
the dorm to have a few before
work to be done in the battle
Year: Sophmore
going downtown will probably at
against alcohol abuse at Eastern.
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► To Our Readers
The Eastern Progress encourages readers to write letters to the
editor on topics of interest to the
university community.
Letters should be typed, double-spaced and limited to 250
words.
If a letter has excessive
spelling, grammar and punctuation
errors, the editor reserves the
right to urge the writer to make
revisions.
Unsigned letters, carbon
copies, photocopies and letters
with illegible signatures will not be
accepted.
The Progress reserves the right
not to publish letters that are judged
to be libekxis or in poor taste.

Letters should be addressed to
the newspaper and should contain
the writer's signature, address and
phone number. Letters for publication will be verified. The Progress
also gives its readers an opportunity to voice more detailed opinions
in a column called "Your Turn."
Those interested in writing for
this column should contact the editor prior to submitting the article.
Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky
university, Richmond, Ky. 40475.
Letters and columns may also
be submitted by e-mail at
progress@acs. eku.edu.

Where to And us
►The Eastern hDfW is located just off
Lancaster Avenue n the Donovan Asia on the

wast side of Alumni Cbffaeum
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Anyone's life can be torn apart by addiction
Last semester I had two friends
who were involved in a life and
death relationship. Even
though they got each other into
trouble they were best friends
One friend I will call "true
Friend." He was a sincere guy who
loved sports and going to church.
He enjoyed college and got good
grades, but his downfall was he didn't think he was fun to be around.
The other friend I will call The
Bully." He also loved college life. He
constantly would drink, take drugs
and party. He went out and got
trashed on the weekends and most
of the week. He got into more trouble each semester but didn't care.
All he was looking to do was have a
good time at almost any expense.
Even though True Friend knew
The Bully's track record, True
Friend continually turned to The
Bully to have fun. He didn't like how
The Bully would lie and cheat to get
his way but he overlooked this
because they had such a great time
together. They would go out and
have a blast, but the next day True
Friend would find himself in more
and more trouble. And every time

DANIEL REINHART

D»ten Prophet
Reinhart is a
junior journalism
major from
Albuquerque and
assistant sports
editor of the
Progress.

they got in trouble True Friend
happening to someone else. He got
would swear never to go with The
used to drinking every day and
Bully again.
would wake up without hangovers
But the weekend would
so he thought he didcome around and like a
n't have a problem.
It doesn't
magnet True Friend
One day I overmatter how
would get bored and
heard True Friend
depressed. The Bully
good a person ask The Bully if he
would step in at just the
thought True Friend
one is:
right time and convince
had an alcohol probhim to go out He
lem. The Bully replied
Anyone can
promised they wouldn't
"No way," saying True
have a drug
get into trouble this time.
Friend was too young
Finally True Friend would or alcohol
to be an alcoholic.
give in and go out with
True Friend got
problem. I'm
him. The next day True
through the semester
Friend would inevitably
(barely) but his GPA
a mlM manpay the consequences.
dropped a whole point
nered
He found the more
and he lost some
often he gave in to The
Christian col- good friends. "They
Bully the easier it became
just don't underlege student
to go with him the next
stand," the Bully
time.
but my addic- would try to comfort
Pretty soon they were
him. True Friend told
tions took
hanging out everyday
himself he would do
drinking or doing drugs.
over my life
better next semester
His grades started to slip
but he couldn't underand he continued to hang
stand what was hapout and adopt more of The Bully's
pening to his life.
bad habits. He knew his life was
Even though he didn't like his
slipping away but it felt like it was
best friend he always hung out with

him and he decided he had to be
with him this summer or he wouldn't know what to do.
A couple of weeks into the summer True Friend decided to stop living the way he was and find a new
best friend. He told The Bully-they
were through.
The Bulry didn't like this at all.
Two days later he beat True Friend
so bad he had to go to the hospital.
True Friend was shocked but glad to
still be alive. He swore to never see
The Bully again.
But four days later True Friend
was feeling lonely so he gave The
Bully a ring.
The Bully was very apologetic
and said he'd be more of a friend
and he wouldn't be so much trouble.
But after three days True Friend
was beat again and this time was
hurt much worse. He was checked
into the hospital and has been battling to stay away from The Bully for
good.
As you probably know these two
characters are part of me. I went
through a life threatening summer
battling a drug and alcohol problem.
The Bully is my Addiction and

True Friend is myself trying to
regain control of life. It doesn't matter how good a person one is:
Anyone can have a drug or alcohol
problem. I'm a mild mannered
Christian college student but my
addictions took over my life.
My body was so addicted to alcohol that two days after I stopped
drinking I had a seizure (The Bully
beat me) and I bit a huge gash in my
tongue.
I spent the summer recovering in
programs and in the hospital.
Alcoholism and other forms of
addiction are very subtle and powerful diseases which can slowly take
over one's life. But not everyone has
to learn this the hard way.
If you think you may have an
addiction problem find out now
because it only gets harder to stop.
As for my two friends it seems
like True Friend is hanging around
more often. He ditched The Bully
and avoids him at all costs. The
Bully calls and tempts him every
day.
He knows if he starts seeing The
Bully again it will proably kill him.

videos. Not shows that only stick
I don't want my MTV.
very often. They would take a band
around for about two seasons or so. and take away their electric guitars
I realized this about a year
The only time it seems
ago.
and replace them with acoustic
that they play videos is late ones.
I still want the rest of my
at night. Real late at night.
But the show was canceled, and
T.V., but I no longer want
my MTV.
Turn on MTV
subsequently, I admit
at about 3 a.m.
it, f sometimes find
Music Television, is
and you will find
designed to do what it
Turn on MTV myself watching VH1
actual videos.
says, play music videos.
because I get frustratat about 3
And believe it or
ed with MTV.
But the problem is, there
not, most of the
In fact, MTV can
are hardly any videos on
a.m. and you
time" they play
learn a lesson from
anymore.
will find
them back-toVH1.
Gone are the days of
back.
Their "Pop-up
Adam Curry and his hip
actual
However there
Video" demonstrates
80's hair playing videos for
BRIAN SIMMS
are some shows
videos. And that videos can be
hours and hours. Today
What Have You that MTV does
with creativity.
they have Jesse — that
believe it or shown
well.
Something MTV obviwill teach MTV not to
Simms is a
"Live at the 10
allow people to vote for
not, most of ously needs to leam if
senior journalism Spot" spotlights
''they are forced to
VJ's.
the time
some bands live
broadcast shows that
All Jesse and the other major from
in concert.
have nothing to do
Louisville and
so called VJ's do is introthey
play
with what they're supduce "Road Rules," "Real
managing editor "Unplugged"
posed to.
World," "Road Rules" with of the Progress. was a classic but them backthey took that
But MTV will not
"Real World" idiots (John
to-back.
away, most likely
change. There must
Brennan — Truuuue stofor "Bcavis and
be some viewers out
ryyyyy!"), "Loveline" and "Singled
Butfhead."
there who like what
Out." None of these have anything
"Live from the 10 Spot" and
they are broadcasting otherwise
to do with music or music videos.
"Unplugged" are two shows that
they wouldn't do it.
And there are many more, such as
MTV should show. They actually
But as for me, I can't wait for the
"Celebrity Deathmatch" and
have something to do with music.
day that Frontiervision starts
"Fanatic".
"Unplugged" was a nice break
broadcasting their other station.
None of these shows demonfrom playing videos. It showcased
Then I can proclaim, "I want my
strate what the channel is called.
artists in a surrounding not seen
MTV 2!"
MTV is supposed to play music

Serving up common courtesy
is not just a waitress' job
Tip #1. "Hi, I'm Satan and
'know there are forty of
I'll be your server tonight.
us, but can we have sepaWould you like rats in your
. rate checks?"
meal?'" If you noticed this intro"Uh miss, can we get some
duction was a little out of the
more bread over here?"
"What about a saucer of butter, norm then you're on your way to
a better dining experido you have a saucer of
ence already. If not
butter?"
you might be one of
"I'd like an order of
the many people who
spaghetti with meat sauce
continue looking
with the sauce on the side
down or having a conand linguine noodles and
versation with their
with parmesan cheese.
dining partner when
Oh, and can you separate
a server is introducthe meat from the sauce?
ing themself as if the
And don't forget to keep
server isn't even talkthat bread comin'."
ing. This automaticalThese were just a few
ly puts the server on
of the questions I spent
JAMIE NEAL
the defensive. It's
my summer days answerWhafvur
hard to be friendly
ing at my first waitressing
job. Almost every day I
Neal is a senior when being ignored.
worked a lunch or dinner journalism major We're not asking to
be your best friend,
shift — or both, delivering
from Lexington
we just want to know
plates of piping hot pasta
and editor of the what you want to eat.
to guests of a certain
Tip #2. If you are
Lexington restaurant.
Progress.
going to request speUnlike many waitresses
cial items, such as having your
or servers might say, I say that
steak cut into the shape of a tulip
the majority of restaurant
or your ice carved into the shape
patrons are not so difficult to
of a swan, it would be very nice if
please.
you requested these things when
But then there are others.
And this column is for those peo- your server is bringing other
things to the table. This is
ple. I would like to offer some
opposed to asking he/she to run
helpful advice on how to have a
lovely dining experience-without back and forth for each request.
Not all of us are former
driving your server up the wall.
marathon runners.
Just remember, if your server is
Tip #3. "Where's the restroom?"
h>PPy. you'll be happy.

"I!

Corrections
Policy
The Eastern Progress
will publish clarifications
and corrections when
needed on the
Perspective pages. If
you have a correction,
please send it to the editor in writing by noon
Monday before publication on Thursday.
The editor will decide
if the correction
deserves special treatment, or needs to be in
the section in which the
error occurred. ^aaaaaaaaaaam
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or "Can you bring some more
sauce to the table when you
come back?" are important and
immediate questions. But surely
they can wait until your server
isn't waiting on another table.
Dqjiot approach your serr er
anarequest things while they
are waiting on another table. It is
rude to the table they are waiting on and the server has to
decide which of you to be rude
to — you or the guests at the
table.
Tip#4. This is one of, if not the
most, important tip (ha ha) of
them all. Tip, tip, tip. Servers
make $2.13 per hour. There is a
reason for this. The reason is tha
tips are suppose to make up, and
with any luck for the server,
more than make up for getting
paid less than the $5.15 minimum wage. Let's go back to
basic math. No, 15 percent of a
$120 check is not $5. It's $18.
If the server is really bad,
then it is understandable that a
small tip — or if they were really, really bad no tip — is in
order. But for those servers that
do a great job, please recognize
this work with some moolah.
Realize that your server has
more tables than just yours and
is running around like crazy to
keep you happy. Yes, it is a server's job to keep you happy and
yours, as a guest, is to pay for
services rendered.
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Over100 Items Daily, Including:
Shrimp, Beef, Chicken, Pork, Mussels, Fried
Dumplings, Fried Squid, B-B-Q Spare Ribs, Vegetable,
Met Fun, Lo Mein, Fried Rice, Salad Bar, Sushi fipll,
Fresh Fruit, Appetizers, Soup, Desserts and more...

LUNCH

DINNER

Monday to Friday
10:30 am - 3:30 p.m. $4.99
Children under 12 $2.99

10:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. $5.99
Children under 12 $2.99

To submit a column
•Your Turn" columns should be mailed
to The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky
University, Richmond. Ky. 40475.
The oeadkne is noon Monday prior
to publication on Thursday Columns
wfl be printed in accordance with
available space.

Monday to Thursday
4 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. $7,50
Children under 12 $3.99
Friday to Sunday & Holidays f,
4 p.m.- 10:30 p.m. $8.50
Children under 12 $3.99
Children under 2 FREE,
10% OFF for senior (over 65)

CARRY OUT BUFFET
At least 3 items per take out

LUNCH
$2.99 lb.

To subscribe
Subscriptions are available by mai at a
cost of $1 per issue; $20 per semester.or $38 per year payable in advance.

A
to

Our banquet facility has the ambience you require for
any special private function. Plan your next business
luncheon or dinner reception here and you'll be
assured of a success.
Please contact our banquet managers.

Saturday, Sunday & Holidays

Phont: (606) 622-1881 I E-Mail: progressOacs eku edu I Fa«: (606) 622-2354

MM

A(t
Mou
C«*
&*
/
C
Our banauet facility h

BRUNCH

► How to reach us
To report ■ news story i

Next to Kroger

Mon. to Fit

BRUNCH
$3.59

DINNER
$3.69

Sat., Sun., &
Mon. to Sun. &
Holidays
Holiday
•Prices are subject to change without notice.

TEL (606)624-3888 • (606)624-2788
FAX (606)624-0666
Open Hours: Sun. toThurs. 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.Fri. & Sat 10 a.m.-11:30 p.m.

'■
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► News Briefs
Compiled by Dena Tackett

$15 million given
by alumni, friends

Forum .set on
Eastern welcomes
new faculty members school safety

Alumni and friends are helping
to make EKU 2000 a success while
helping to "Keep Eastern Special."
Gift commitments in the ongoing
EKU 2000 initiative now total over
$15 million in support of the university's programs and students.
The money will recognize and
support outstanding teachingsenhance academic programs,
ensure educational opportunities,
equip and maintain a functional
and beautiful campus, continue
Eastern's public service commitment and enhance opportunities
for faculty research to strengthen
teaching.

New members of the faculty
and staff are invited to a New
EKU Families Welcome today at
5 p.m. in the Ravine.
The program includes greetings from university and community officials, dinner and a tour of
Crabbe Library.
Parking will be available
behind Richards Alumni House
and Coates Administration
Building.
Shuttle service is provided.
For more information, contact
Mary Williams at 2197.

Local Democrats,
Republicans still
back Clinton

According to the Associated
Press, both Democrats and
Republicans in Kentucky are showing support for President Clinton
after attacking targets in Sudan and
Afghanistan which were believed to
be terrorist associated. The attacks
were a retaliation to the bombing of
United States embassies in Kenya
and Tanzania Aug. 7.

Social work field
placement students
must attend meeting
All spring 1999 social field
work placement students must
attend the SWK 490 or SWK 390
orientation meetings. SWK 490
students meet at 4:45 p.m. Sept
15 in Combs 305. SWK 390 students meet at 4:45 p.m. Sept. 16
in Combs 302. For more information contact Michele Gore at
1651.

There will be a forum on
school safety at 3:30 p.m. Sept. 10
in Kennamer Room of Powell
Building. Die forum will address
House Bill 330 which was enacted
in 1998 by the Kentucky General
Assembly and calls for the establishment of a university-based
center for school safety. The
meeting is open to everyone.

Information session
scheduled on ResNet

An information session on how
to get connected to ResNet.
Eastern's Internet connection, will
be from 4 pm to 8 Sept 1 in Palmer
Hall. Please sign up 24 hours in
advance in Bumam Annex. Room A.

Aug. 15
Timothy Baines, 26. Brockton,
reported that someone had tried
to break into his apartment
through a bedroom window. The
screen was removed to the open
window, however, nothing was
stolen.
Aug. 14
Jeremy C. Sutton, 18.
Lancaster, was arrested and
charged with disregarding a traffic control device and driving
under the influence.
Mark H. Creech Jr., 19.
Frankfort, was arrested and
charged with driving on a suspended license, possesSmg a suspended license, improper vehicle
registration and driving without
insurance.
August 11
Dale Osman, 46, Brockton, was
served a domestic violence summons after an argument with his
wife at their apartment.
August 8
Wesley L. Lewis, 23. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with disregarding a traffic control device
and driving under the influence.
.August 6
Damon A. Kimble, 27.
Danbury. Conn., was arrested and
charged with public intoxication
while walking home to
Connecticut where he told police
he thought he was.
Benjamin S. Morgan, 22. Ft.
Collins. Colo., was arrested and
charged with public intoxication
and urinating in public upon
Dupree Hall.
Robert E. Reed, 39, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
operating on a suspended license.
August 2
Robert Easland Jr., 22. was
arrested and charged with 4th
degree spouse abuse after an
argument at his residence. An
Emergency Protective Order was
served to Easland while in jail.
Jury 31

-

Shannon Greer, 24. Brockton,
reported that someone had tried to
break into her apartment from both
the front and back doors. No one
was able to enter her apartment
because of a safety chain in place.
Jury 30
Mark A. Mick, 56. Russell
Springs, was arrested and
charged with driving under the
influence
Matt Gabbard, Dupree Hall,
reported that two cars in the
Commonwealth parking lot had
been broken into. A radar detector belonging to Jeremy Tuel 19.
Dupree Hall, was stolen from his
vehicle. Seth Strayer. 23. Dupree
Hall, noticed nothing missing
from his vehicle.
Tommy Prattler, 22, Morehead.
reported that his vehicle had been
broken into. Six items were
reported missing from the vehicle.
Dale Banks, 45. Lexington,
reported that his vehicle had been
broken into while parked in the
Perkins parking lot Three items
were stolen from his vehicle.

k

John VanWinkle, 18. McKee.
reported that his vehicle had
been broken into and four pieces
of stereo equipment were taken.

HELP WANTED...
Hslp! I need somebody. Madison
Garden.
Now hiring Delivery Drivers. Must
have own transportation and insurance.
Also hiring day and night shit cooks.
Ftodbte hours. Apply in person at Pizza
Hut. 116 & KeaneJand Dr. Exi 908
Part-time jobs sveawile Now hmg
Salad Bar attendants. Bakery attendants & ine personnel Apply n person
at Western Sizzin. Lexngton Fid
NEED TLC for 3-year old; MWF;
Sept 14 through Nov. 30. 1996.8 am.
to 11 a.m.; near campus. Call 9252006. References requred

Jury 26
Mary Roark, 21. Brockton,
reported that her bicycle was
stolen from outside her residence. The bike was left
unchained.
Jury 25
Annette
Robinson, 30,
Brockton, reported that two bicycles were stolen from outside her
residence. Both of the bikes were
kept unchained.
Jury 24
Laron M. Gentry, 21. Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
driving under the influence.
George M. Isaacs, 20, was
arrested and charged with operating a vehicle on a suspended
license, possessing a suspended
operator's license and carrying a
concealed deadly weapon.
Donna Hamilton, 27, Richmond,
reported her wallet stolen from
her purse while she was at work
in the cafeteria office of the
Powell Building.
Jury 22
Karen Cassidy, Funderburk
Building, reported that two tires
were punctured and a half tank of
gas was taken from three vehicles
parked at the Mattox Lot AD three
vehicles belonged to basic training
cadets staying in Mattox HaTL
Muriel R. Stockburger, Combs
Building, reported that eyeglasses were stolen from her desk.
Jury 21
Li-Shouti, 23. Brockton, reported that his roommate hit him in
an argument over some clothing.
Everett Davis, 24. Richmond,
reported that the license plate
was stolen from his vehicle while
parked in the Walters lot
Jury 15
Calvin Mitchell, Gentry
Building, reported that a shovel
was stolen from the Dupree Hall
trash room.
Calvin
Mitchell, Gentry
Building, reported that a door
window was broken at the Alumni
Coliseum.
Jury 14
Wanda A. Arvin, 45. Richmond,
reported that her vehicle had
been scratched while parked on
University Drive.
Jury 10
Brannon M. Ohnheiser, 21,
Richmond, was arrested and
charged with operating a vehicle
on a suspended license.
Joseph C. Pinion. 31.
Shelbyville. was arrested and
charged with possession of man-

Now accepting appfcauona for following positions: Photographer. Asst
Copy Edtor and Ad Reps. Apply in person at The Eastern Progress, 117
Donovan Annex. For information cal
622-1881.

Spring Break DO - Ssfl Trips Earn
Cash & Go Free111 STS is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to Jamaica.
Maxco & Florida. Cal 800648-4849 or
apply onfne at www.ststravel.com

Furniture tor sale!!! Dormsize fridge,
desk, computer desk, book shelves,
sofa char, folding metal chairs, lamps,
end table, king size mattress. Al terns
good to far condition. Cal 544-5814.
local cat

Compiled by Andrea DeCamp

now eccepung appecauons soc M
positions. Apply in person Madison
Garden.

FREE RECHARGEABLE PHONE
CARDS! Only 19e/mmute nattonwkte!
Great international rates! Send SASE.
Steven Whrtehurst P.O. Box 1094.
Dept ER Doton. 160419

Drivers wanted. Must be 18. have
own car and insurance. Apply in person
at Acoto's Pizza. 228 S 2nd Stoat

Slurdy quttod bookbegs $25. Variety
ofprrts. 623-5331 Cal before 11pm.

Rena Murphy, Keene Hall,
reported that five keys were
stolen from a lock box in Dupree
Hall. The locks were changed on
the rooms that the keys fit

j
1

*"> yw tootang lor a pert-em job ret offers paid vacations. medcal and dental.
SSOtVy+ar tuner issuance and rekrernenl beneats plus a compete* salary

GeaTs Inc.. Arrienca s largest tuppaer of pubic safety equxmanl res opanngs (or
part-time Pickers am Packers a *s Pakrrte Drive OatrtMbon Center. This is a 2nd sr*
position. Staring salary s $6 JMMB
Apply today al GaTs Corporate Headquarters located at 2680 Palurreo Drive. Lexngton.
Appkcations art accepted M - F. 8 • 5 EOE M/F/D/V

Urawan Phabkeeree, 30.
Combs Building, reported that
her purse had been stolen from
the computer lab. The purse was
found in the men's restroom on
the third floor missing $25.

These cases previously listed in Police Beat have been
settled in court
James Smalhvood. 31. London,
pled guilty to driving under the
influence. He was fined $461 51
and spent 10 days in jail.
Angel Boone, 25, Berea, pled
guilty to alcohol intoxication and
disorderly conduct She was fined
$96.50.
Christopher Chandler, 18.
Richmond, pled guilty to speeding, operating on a revoked
license and possessing a revoked
license. He was fined $84.
Rene Vargas, 33. Richmond,
pled guilty to driving under the
influence without an operator's
license. She was fined $561.50.
Shannon Volk, 19. Berea. pled
guilty to possession of marijuana.
She was fined $171.50.
Shawn Long, 25. Richmond,
pled guilty to operating a vehicle
on a suspended license. He
received six months in jail. His
sentence could be dropped to
time spent if he is registered to
begin school.
Wallace Davis, 23. Easley. South
Carolina, pled guilty to driving
under the influence. He was fined
$461.51.
Samuel Vaughn, 24. Richmond,
pled guilty to improper turning
and driving under the influence.
He was fined $607.50 to be paid
by Sept 8
Robert L. Hopkins, 28.
Brockton, pled guilty to alcohol
intoxication. -He was sentenced to
one day in jaiL

If you have a friend or
loved one whose birthday is
approaching, send your
greeting to The Progress
classifieds. It's FREE!
Mail to 117 Donovan Annex
or send via e-mail to
progress@acs.eku.edu.
Include name and number
for verification.

Be the first to come down to
/irat gear and answer the
question correctly.
LaoMd oa tk* ODHMT <rf Hnt ud Mate.

What was the first record to be
certified platinum?

(One win per customer, per semester.)

The *Tanninau Solon

July 6

Benjamin
Bayer, EKU
Bookstore, reported that someone
had forged a check to the bookstore. The check was written on
the account of Douglas Bemoan of
Denver. Colo., who closed his
account in July 1997 because his
checkbook and credit cards had
been stolen from his workplace.

Happy Birthday To...

Last week's answer none
Laat week's winner none

■■■■

Delina Wells, 21. was arrested
and charged with driving under
the influence, speeding and driving without an operator's license.

FOR SALE...

v»

Attention Students j

Jury 7

June 16

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2
BORM. 21/2 bath town house on Lancaster Ave , across from Park
$275.00Anonth ♦ 1/2 urttjes 4 $150
deposit.
If
interested
email
adrastea99@hotmaJ corn

SAli/smc.
i _«■>
1 !■

FOR RENT...
LIVE OFF CAMPUS! One attractively
furnished bedroom in private home
near EKU. Al utJbes, induces cable TV
and phone service. Non-smoker, references and tease (606)624-1478.
Nice two-bedroom townhouse on
Foxhaven. $385/month plus utilities
Security deposl required. No pets. 6237547.

$1250 FUNDRAISER! Credit Card
fundraiser for student organizations.
You've seen other groups doing i, now
ifs your turn. One week B al 1 takes.
NO grnmk*s, NO tricks. NO cttgaaon
Cal tor intorrnation today. 1-800-9320528 x 65. wwwocrnconcBp&COm

Jury 8

GOVT FORECLOSED homes from
pennies on $1. Defnquent Tax, RepoV
RECTs. Your Area. 761 Free (1) 800218-9000 Ext H-7077 tor currant bangs.

fVlSCELLANEOUS...

Tickets went on sale Monday
to see Spike Lee. contemporary
film maker, speak at Centre
College Sept. 12 in Danville.
Tickets can be purchased by contacting the Norton Center box
office at (606) 2364692.

juana. possession of drug paraphernalia and possession of a suspended license.

Free Cash Grants! Cossge. Scholar
ships. Business. Medical bills. Never
Repay. To* Free 1-800-218 9000 Ext
G-7077.

S8ZB) CARS from $175. Porsches.
Cadaacs. Chevys. BfvrVVs, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps. 4 WD's Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext A-7077 for
current 1st rigs

Spike Lee to speak
at Centre College

Robert Hopkins, 28. Brockton,
Steven Sterneberg, Dry Ridge, was arrested and charged with
reported that a Grant County alcohol intoxication.
school bus had been broken into
while parked at the Alumni Jury 9
Coliseum. A trumpet and golf
umbrella was stolen and a fire Diana Garrido, 23, Richmond,
extinguisher was sprayed the was arrested and charged with disinside of the bus.
regarding a traffic control device,
operating on a suspended license
Jury 27
and possession of marijuana.
Dale Osman, 46, Brockton, reported that someone tried to break into
his car. Nothing was stolen.

Substitute parent. M-F. 2:45 p.m. to
5:45 pm. to provide care tor two chidren ages 8 and 10 and to perform
da*/ housekeeping, laundry and cooking Wi pay $650 to $7rtv tor a caring
person who is also hardwortung. Car
required Contact Erin or Jim at 6261072 daytime or 626-0392 evenings i
interested

NOW INTERVIEWING tor tedecal
contract work. Wei above mirwDum
wage, ftexbte schedules. I you have 2
or more years of college or military
expanerce. we may have a postern tor
you. Anyone interested can cal 6062786199. ask tor Jemeer or Shad. We
also have positions available which
donl reoure cossge or inetary.

► Police Beat
The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's division of public safety.

► Progress Classifieds

1 visit $4
10 visits $30

\5 visits $37.50
20 visits $40

Bathing suits 25% off

624-2414

Southern Hills Plaza (next to Gibson Baj) Mon. - Sat. 9 a.m. - ? Sun. lpjn.- 6 p.m.

First Baptist Church 350 W.
Main at Lancaster Ave. 6234028 Worship Sun„ 8:30,11
a.m., 6:30 p.m. Wed. 6:30
p.m. Sun School 9:40 a.m.
SUBS. 8 p.m. at BSU
Center

First United Methodist
Church 401 W. Main St.
623-3580 Worship 8:30 &
10:50 a.m. Sunday School
9:40 a.m. Wed. Night Live
5:30 p.m. Transportation
available.

Harvest Family Fellowship
621 S. Keeneland Dr. 6248620 Sun. School 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship 10:45 Wed.
Bible Study 7 p.m.. Sat.
Outpouring 6:10 p.m.

Episcopal Church of Our
Saviour 2323 Lexington Rd
623-1226 Sun. 8:30 a.m., 11
a.m. Sun. School 9:30 a.m.

Richmond House of Prayer
(Full Gospel Church) 330
Mule Shed Ln. 623-8922 or
624-9443 Sun. School 10
a.m. Worship 10:45 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m.
Transportation available

Eastside Bethel Baptist
1675 E. Main St. 624-9646
Sun. Bible Study 9:45 a.m.
Sun. Worship 8:30 & 10:50
a.m. Wed. Small Group
Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
Services are interpreted for
the deaf and are handicapped accessible.

Rosedale Baptist Church
411 Westover Ave 623-1771
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Worship Sun. 10:15 a.m., 6
p.m. Wed. Prayer Service 7
p.m.
Westside Christian Church
Bennington Ct. across from
Arlington 623-0382 Sun.
School 9:45 a.m. Worship
10:45 a-rru, 6 p.m.. Wed. 7
p.m. Transportation available.
White Oak Pond Christian
Church (Disciples of
Christ) 1238 Barnes Mill Rd
623-6515 Sun. Worship 10
a-m. Coffee Fellowship Sun.
11 a.m Sun. School 11:15
a.m.
First Presbyterian Church
(PCUSA) 330 W Main St.
623-5323 or 623-5329
Church School 10 a.m. Sun.
Worship 11 a-m. Wed.
Dinner 6 p jrt (no charge)
Call for transportation.

Redhouse Baptist Church
2301 Redhouse Rd. 623-8471
or 624-1557 Sun. School 9.40
a.m. Sun Worship 10:50
a.m., 7 p.m.
Church of Christ Goggins
Ln. (W Side 1-75) Ride: 6242218 or 623-2515 Sun.
9:30, 10:20 a.m. & 6
p.m. Wed. 7 p.m. Bible
Moment 624-2427

St. Stephen Newman
Center 405 University Drive
623-2989 Sun. Mass 5 p.m.,
Sunday Supper $1 6 p.m.,
Wed. 7 p.m. Inquiry classes
for becoming Catholic.

Richmond Church of
Christ 713 W. Main St.,
623-8535 Sun. 9 & 10
a.m., 6 p.m., Wed. 7
p.m.; ride our van.
Colonels for Christ
meet 2nd & 4th Thurs.
at 8:30 p.m. on 2nd
floor of Powell
Building
Big Hill Ave Christian
129 Big Hill Ave. 6231592 Sun. 10:45 ajn.,
6 p.m

Check out our virtual Progress: www.progress.eku.edu

Delina
M.
Wells, 21.
Richmond, pled guilty to driving
under the influence. She was
fined $461 50.

Eastern Progress
622-1881

i
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Get 100 FREE minutes.
Then call anywhere in the U.S. for only ICty! a minute.
Sign up for an AT&T One Rate® plan and your first 100 minutes are FREE*
Whatever your calling needs are AT&T has a One Rate plan that's right for you.
AT&T One Rate® Plus: lOtf a minute —one low rate all the time on state-to-state calls
you dial from home. Whoever. Whenever. Wherever you call in the U.S. And just
a $4.95 monthly fee.
AT&T One Rate® Off Peak: 10^ a minute on your state-to-state, direct dialed calls
from home from 7pm-7am and all weekend long; 25^ a minute all other times.
And there's no monthly fee *

Sign up with AT&T and get 100 minutes FREE.

Call I 800 654-0471
and mention offer code 59917
or visit www.att.com/college/np.html

It's

all

within

• Term and condition! apptf Fm« irvnuttl jKOmotton appl*i to *r«t Wmonthly b* Unuied
nvnuttt cannot be earned o»«r Otfcr f«m I <V IS/96 Offer bated on chwce of AT4T One
Rate Hu» or AT4T One Rate Off Peak Plan Plant tubrKt to b*nf"availab*ty Innate ratet vary
$3 month*/ nwwnum v«afe appfcet to One Rate Off Peak Plan Can tor detail! CI998 AT6.T

S

'

your

reach."

AT&T
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Insurance compensates for Bishop
Williams in a Progress story.
The university has seen some
News editor
monetary compensation from an
After being convicted on May insurance company which insures
21 of stealing $115,000 from the each Eastern employee, said
university. Roselinde "Rose" Linda Kuhnhenn. director of
Bishop is being housed
internal audits.
"Every employee at
in the Madison County
Detention Center here
EKU is bonded, or was
in Richmond.
at that time through a
Bishop will be there
state insurances program." Kuhnhenn said.
until she is transferred
Employees are bondby the department of cored for S 100,000. the
rections, said a represenamount just paid to
tative from the center.
Eastern, she said.
The former clerk in
"When we feel that we
the department of billings
have a loss (of an employand collections was senee or by an employee),
tenced to five years in Roselinde
we notify the state," she
prison for each of the Bishop
sa.d.
"The
state
seven counts of failure to
(Department
of
make required disposiInsurance. State Risk and
tion of property.
The sentences will be served Insurance Service) investigates and
concurrently, meaning she will be determines if we have sufficient
eligible for parole in one year, cause to make a claim."
Eastern employees are bonded
said her attorney,. Jimmy Dale

BY AIYSSA BRAMLAGE

through Hartford Fidelity and
Bonding Co. which paid the money.
"I think it (the $100,000) will
be all we receive through insurance," Kuhnhenn said. "And 1
don't see us receiving any more
money at this point"
The insurance money was put
into the university's bank account
she said.
The money missing was missing from our bank account so we
put it back in our bank," she said.
The missing money was not
income at the university, she said.
No revenue funds were stolen, it
was only the bank that was shorted, Kuhnhenn added.
Physical changes have been
made to the cashier's window at
billings and collections to ensure
greater security along with
changes in many of the procedures that employees go through
when dealing with money,
Kuhnhenn said refusing to comment on specific changes for
security reasons.

^\

Where to gef it:n

Pick us up every.
Thursday at these Qf^ipus locations* 3
Alumni Coliaeum
Alumni HOUK
BaptUt Student Union
Bcglry Building
Book* tore
BumamHall
Burner Building
Cammack
Campbell Building
Carter Building
Caic Hall
Cat* Hall Annex
day Hall
Combe Building
Combe Hall
Common wealth Hall
Dizney Building
Donovan Annex
DupreeHall
EUendale Hall
Fire Safety School
FireataHon3
Fitxpatrick (Whalin) Bide,
Foeaer Building
Funderburk Building
Hummel Planetarium
Jone* Building
Kerne Hall
Keith Building
Library
Madiaon Co. Ambulance
Service
Martin Hall
Mario. Hall
McCreary Hall
McGregor Hall
Method!*! Student Center

Justice: University gets money for program
From the front page
The first area that the money
will go to is technology. The college currently has two computer
labs for students, only one of
which is equipped for use.
One of the labs will be upgraded with better equipment. The
other lab is a space set aside as a
computer lab but it currently has
no computers. It will be provided
with computers.
The law enforcement library
will also be enhanced to allow better research capability with current information.
This year the college plans to
add five graduate assistantships.
Next year they will add 20 assistantships.
The college will also give away
five undergraduate freshman
scholarships each year. The
scholarships will be awarded as
four-year scholarships as long as
the students are able to maintain
the set criteria The college wants
this to be an attraction for better

students wanting to succeed in that they think are important
The college also wants to add
the department.
Money will also be spent to some positions in faculty and supincrease research. For this there port, such as lab assistants. Fire
are three categories: state-level science has labs for students to
research projects, target assis- use, but they need staff to make
tance for local communities and them more "student friendly,"
applied local research projects.
said Gary Cordner, acting dean of
State-level research projects the college of law enforcement
will be used to write publications
Eventually, the college wants
that will address justice and safety to help with student recruitment
problems in Kentucky. The publi- in order to bring more students to
cations will be a value to those the Eastern college of law
people making statewide deci- enforcement.
sions about Kentucky law enforceThe college also wants to do a
ment, such as the legislature.
better job of student/alumni
Target assistance for local affairs. They want to take advancommunities will be run like an tage of the resources that their
"Adopt-A-Community" program.
hold.
The college will pick two or three alumni
"We desperately want to create
cities and use its expertise to help
the communities concentrate on a better relationship with the rest
being better qualified to identify of the university," Cordner said.
and fix any safety problems they "Most of the first year will be
planning, though. We need to
might face.
Applied local research is a way identify our benchmark institufor faculty to do projects that tions to compare ourselves to,
interest them and give them an make a rigorous self assessment
opportunity to strengthen areas and identify our weaknesses."

Moore Building
Newman Center
•CDonnell Hall
• Palmer Hall
Perkini Building
B* Phyaical Plant
Powell Building
. Public Safety
ET Roark Building
I,, Rowlett Building
Slratton Building
Sullivan Hall
^.Telford Hall

KJtoddHall
/HOUK

cc Building
i Hall

^®B>
cf «—...-■....

•.. - — ^,

Z3XT&CWL

Tho i aiiiI Li iiPole
«& Tackle
Lures
Live Bait
Line Archery
Black Powder
964 Commercial Drive
Richmond, KY 40475
(606) 623-8651
(606) 623-1330

y

KAPPA ALPHA ORDER

o
INVITES YOU TO RUSH
MON. Aug. 31 Volleyball/Turkeybowl
Cookout Todd Hall 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
TUES. Sept. 1 Basketball & Pizza
with Brothers Weaver 6 p.m. -8 p.m.
WED. Sept. 2 Wings in the Ravine
Ravine 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
THURS. Sept. 3 Defining the
Gentleman Jaggers 5 p.m. - 7 p.m.
FRI. Sept. 4 Bid Day Jaggers 10 a.m. 12 p.m.
For more information contact Corey Hatfield at
624+4325 or Collin Taylor at 625-1614.

.-

V

I

America's Favorite Bar-B-Q

SERVED FAST
& FRIENDLY,
PRICED RIGHT !

r
1001 Center Drive, (US 25 South)
Richmond • 606-624-4499

SONNV
Buy.
Bar-B-Q Beef or
Bar-B-Q Pork
Lunch Special
»ncfor99<

Connj/S
^y REAL PIT

BAR-B-Q

Include* Trench Friea.
Colealaw and Carlic Bread
- Dint In oi r»ke Ow Not 10 be combined w,ih any of her
ipecul or coupon Valid in Richmond KY Son ny'i only
Ofltf npnnScpi JU i»*e w«h Coupon Only

i

Bey OIM
Bar-B-Q Chicken & Rib
Dinner Plate

■Qptmp

G*tOmfor99C

BAR-B-Q

Include! French Fries.
Colealaw and Giarlic Bread.

C7 REAL PIT

Dine In or Take Our Noi to be combined ~uh «nv other
•perul or coupon valid ,n Richmond KY Sonnyi only
Offet c«pirei5epc 30 I9ftj With Coupon Only
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RHA preps for Awareness Week
BY DENA TACKETT

behind Powell Building. The
event is open to the public and
The
Residence
Hall will offer students free roasted
Association (RHA), under new com on the cob, a noon pep rally
President Tim Graham and Vice for the football, track and field,
country and volleyball
President Jo Ann Wilder, began cross and
many games.
planning activities for the fall teams,
RHA is also preparing for its
semester.
week Sept. 7 through
The annual RHA Welcome awareness
11. Plans are not yet complete,
Back Cookout, held the first day but Graham said many of the
of classes, was the first of many traditional programs will be
campus-oriented activities spon- included such as Rock the
sored by the group.
Ravine and Casino Night. A
"We didn't actually count the committee is being formed to
number of people at the cookout, schedule the events for the
but they were lined all the way week.
around the Weaver Building,"
The RHA Awareness Week is
Graham said.
our biggest week of all." Graham
The next big event on the said. "We are really looking foragenda for RHA is the annual ward to it"
Colonel Com Roast/Pep Rally.
RHA also has a tradition of
The roast/rally will be from getting
involved
in
10:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Homecoming with its Float
Wednesday in the Fountain Plaza Week. Oct. 12-16, where they
Assistant news editor

create a float to present in the
Homecoming parade. It also cohosts the EKU Spirit Team.
RHA and Student Association
Bonfife the night before the
Homecoming game.
Graham said RHA does all
the publicity for the event
because it has all the resources
available to them and they provide the manpower to pull off
the event.
"I am excited about this year,
but I am a little nervous," Graham
said. "We are still in the process
of getting things planned, but we
have a strong executive council,
and I am proud of everything so
far."
For those students interested
in joining RHA all you have to do
is stop by the meetings at 4:45
p.m. on Mondays in Jaggers
Room of Powell Building.

Gender discrimination trial set for March
PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

A lawsuit pending against the
university since fall 1996 will wait
another semester to see a courtroom.
Helen Eigenberg, once
employed by Eastern in the college of law enforcement, filed a
lawsuit against Eastern in

November of 1996.
The suit includes claims in
gender discrimination, unlawful
termination, retaliation and violation of academic freedom.
The trial date has been set for
March 15.1999.
Eigenberg is a feminist scholar
in law enforcement and gender in
justice who received her master's
degree from Eastern.

Colonel's
Electric Beach
Tanning
Salon
Now with two Extreme beds!
3 Visits for $10
5 Visits For $15
10 Visits for $22.50 1 Month Unlimited $35

She was a guest on the television program "60 Minutes" as an
expert in her field.
Before coming to Eastern,
Eigenberg was the chair of the
law enforcement division at Old
Dominion.
Eigenberg is now the chair of
the law enforcement division at
the University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga

Boost:
Council helps
area centers
From die front page
the Richmond campus,
whether they are nontradition' al students, single parents,
etc., who must remain close to
home.
This puts the students and
their choices first," Kustra
said.
Although the task force has
been formed to submit recommendations on how to spend
the money given by legislature,
suggestions are welcomed
from all postsecondary education programs and services and
all community leadership.
The regional centers have
been welcomed by strong community interest and support
According to Kustra, it is
being negotiated that Eastern
will be given the land, construction and lighting free of
charge.
That is a significant contribution," Kustra said.
Kustra said that in the long
run, Eastern will spend less
time focusing on freshman and
sophomore courses and more
on juniors and seniors, so that
students attending community
colleges can smoothly transfer
to the university level.

GET INVOLVED!
EKU DANCE COLONELS
We perform at football games, parades,
pep rallies, competitions, etc.

CLINIC: Saturday, August 29
Noon - 4 p.m.
Weaver Dance Studio
Cost: $5

Congratulations to
Delta Zeta Fall 1998
New Members
We Love You!
Susan Brown
LeeAnn Frey
Erin Howell
Cami Huff
Valerie Jude
Katrina Kyler
Erin Lee
Brooke Loyd
Leslie Maiden

Beth Nutter
Kristina
Samples
Ashley Tribble
Stephanie
Webb
Karen Williams
Karen Wood
Stacy Zoeller

"Individually unique...
Together complete."
Kick off the semester by
donating daring the

Battle for Blood
Tuesday, Sept. 8
and
Wednesday, Sept, 9

- 6:00 p.m_
(both days)

One Walk-In Visit
With this coupon
Explrss 9/12/98

»

Located on the edge of campus
298 S. Second St.
Next to the New Colonel's Corner

Do vou ha YC ;i question for ( am pus ( omments? ( all us and let us know
I astern Progress
622 ISM

Powell Building Lobby
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Enzie to step down;
search begun for VP

MEET THE VEEPS

Kustra's
first steps
July 1
Kustra's first
day
July 30
First Board
o* Regents
meeting;
Summer
commencement
Aug. 17
Kustra
addresses
faculty and
staff for the
first time
Aug. 20
First
freshman
picnic

James Clark is
vice president of
govt. relations
and planning

Doug Whitlock is
vice president for
administrative
affairs.

C.E. Baldwin is
vice president for
financial affairs
and treasurer.

Russel Enzie is
stepping down as
vice president of
academic affairs,

Former chair wants
to return to classroom
before retirement

Donald Fe«ner is Thomas Myers is
vice president for vice president for
university
student affairs,
advancement.

BY DENA TACKETT

Assistant news editor

New president dives
into changing Eastern
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

News editor

We've only just begun.
President Robert Kustra is
embarking; on what others call the
honeymoon period of a job, and
he knows it won't last forever, he
said in a speech to faculty and
staff Aug. 17.
Kustra's address outlined his
initiatives, resolutions and expectations for his coming tenure.
The first thing he said was that
he doesn't believe in a honeymoon period, saying a president
should be adequately analyzed at
all stages of his presidency.
He resolved to do everything
he can to be direct in his communications, fair and even-handed
when dealing with people. He
promised to strive for excellence
while respecting tradition.
"I respect tradition," Kustra
said. But he doesn't want it to
stand in the way or hold the university back. "I don't want to hear,
"We've always done it that way.'"
He promised to speed up the
time frame in which academic
decisions are made.
"We don't have the luxury of
these time frames in 1998,"
Kustra said.
Kustra said he hopes to shorten those time frames in several
changes he wants made to campus and university policy.
He is interested in putting students first, and along those lines
Kustra is in favor of a wellness
center which will be available for
all students to use
Kustra feels what is being built

«I believe in
recognizing
people for their
talents and skills
and matching
them with the
appropriate
position.
Robert Kustra,
Eastern president
explaining his
reorganization of the
vice presidents
»
next to Begley Building is not for
student use.
"Excuse me, that's a training
center, and that's not for everyone," Kustra said above loud
applause. "Some time in the
future we need to plan a center
that is a meeting place for staff,
faculty and students, and will
improve student culture."
He has reorganized the vice
presidents to fully take advantage
of people's talents and skills, he
said.
"I believe in recognizing people's talents and skills and matching them with the appropriate
position," Kustra said.
He has moved three people
into newly formed vice presidential positions that have refocused
responsibilities.

In another attempt to improve
the efficiency of campus, Kustra
wants voice mail in all offices to
prevent the ring, ring, ring of telephones.
"There is a rather modern,
simple solution to this problem —
voice mail," he said, amid chuckles from the audience.
Along with voice mail, Kustra
wants to allow faculty to make
long distance phone calls from
their offices instead of being
inconvenienced by going to the
department chair's office.
Besides voice mail, Kustra
wants to stagger lunch hours so
that offices can remain open
throughout the whole day providing coverage for the campus, he
said.
In order to increase comfort on
campus, Kustra wants to put air
conditioning in Alumni Coliseum
which will serve a dual purpose,
he said.
Not only will it make summer
commencement more enjoyable,
but it would also make money for
the university which turns away
camps who want to use the building in the summer.
"We charge them for the air
conditioning and the installation,
and we make money for the university," Kustra said.
Kustra's main message was to
keep the university as one that
cares for the student and puts the
student's needs first by keeping
them on campus on the weekends, improving student culture
and being a "school of opportunity" that stresses academic excellence.

Committee to
replace Enzie
Doug Whitlock, chair of committee
Karen Janssen, vice chair of
committee, professor special education
Don Batch, dean/ professor of natural
and math, sciences
Pam Collins, chair/ professor of loss
preventions and safety
Leslie Covlngton, vtea president of
Student Association
Aingred Dunston, associate professor of history
John Gump, professor of information
systems
Fred Kolloff, director of media
resources
Bob Miller, chair/ professor of
philosophy and religion
Phyllis Murray, assistant professor of
health education
Kim Naugle, assistant professor of .
administration, counseling and
educational services
Shirley O'Brien, associate professor
of occupational therapy
Susan Willis, professor of human
environmental sciences

A national search is being conducted to replace Russell Enzie, vice president of academic affairs and research,
who is stepping
down during the
1998-99 academic
year after five years
in the position.
Enzie decided to
give up his administrative position to
return to teaching for
two years in the psychology department,
where he began his
Eastern career as
Russell Enzie,
chair in 1974, he
vice president of
said.
academic affairs
He has agreed to
and research
remain in office for
six months to a year
until the position is filled.
"I have been in higher education for 30
years now and 26 of it was in administration," Enzie said. "I would like to work
with students more directly before I
retire."
Enzie said he is looking forward to
working with the faculty and students in and they may miss out on it. This just
keeps the end of the process open,"
the psychology department
Only two faculty members remain in Whitlock said.
If possible, the committee would like
the department from when he.was
to have the new chief academic officer at
there.
He also wants to return to teaching Eastern by Jan. 1, but is willing to work
around any conflicts.
orientation for undeclared students.
Whitlock said the committee will be
Doug Whitlock, vice president for
administrative affairs, is serving as chair meeting soon to agree upon a set
of the 13-member committee in charge method of evaluating and rating the candidates.
of finding a successor for Enzie.
It is working toward having the candiEvery college is represented by the
dates narrowed down to three to five
committee.
The committee will start screening finalists in early November.
Although the exact criteria is yet to
all nominations and applications Sept.
15 and continue until January 1999, be decided upon, the committee is lookwhen the new vice president will be ing for someone with an earned doctorate, experience in fiscal management
named.
Whitlock said the committee will be and resource allocation, and demonusing a rolling process where screening strated visionary leadership and capaciwill begin in September and continue ty for innovation.
The appointed officer will be responuntil January. There is no specific deadsible for curriculum, faculty hiring,
line to apply.
"Sometimes the very best person promotion, policies and academic polimight not have heard of the opening. cies.

"Richmond's Finest Country Night Life"

Silver Star
Restaurant & Bar

Tired of Paying Cover Charges that are too HIGH?

Come on over to the Country.
I Any Thursday Night ,

$1 Off Cover
<;<><>cl Thru 9-31-98 \ ;ili<l onlj with Coupon, One person per coupon.
Must be IS with a \alid picture ID-

$2.00 Pitchers till 9:00p.m. Everyday!!!!
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Come Sing Every Friday!

KARAOKE
128 EAST MAIN STREET

RICHMOND ^624-8340

OPEN TUE-SAT 8-12P.M

Circuit City can help,

Is Midnight Too Early for You?
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Reactions mixed to Lancaster becoming general
BY DENA TACKETT

Assistant news editor

When construction began last
spring on the new fitness and weDness center, commuters were left
with an impossible mission: parking.
When the construction took up
more parking than was anticipated
by the administration, it was clear
something had to be done, said
Mark Jozefowicz, assistant director of the division of public safety.
That something was the changing of the Lancaster lot, which
was restricted to residents only,
to a general purpose lot, which
includes anyone with a valid
Eastern parking permit
"Historically, the Lancaster lot
was never filled to capacity,"
Jozefowicz aaid. "Hopefully it
won't have an effect on residential
parking."
Jozefowicz said parking will be
on a "first come, first serve" basis.
If parking becomes a problem,
they may divide the lot into resident and commuter parking.

Lot will be monitored

The division of public safety wiD
be monitoring the lot for two things:
the increase in vehicular traffic and
the increase in pedestrian traffic.
Although police will not be
monitoring from inside the lot,
they will be stationed at several
areas throughout the day, specifically from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. which
shows the greatest movement in
commuter traffic.
"We are very concerned about
safety, and if the change does
become a problem, it won't stay
very long," Jozefowicz said.
Jozefowicz said the change
would "definitely decrease the number of parking violations issued and
cars being towed "because the
Lancaster lot was always a tempting
lot for commuters."
Although the amount of citations
will decrease, the number of students attempting to cross Lancaster
Avenue will skyrocket, creating an
even bigger problem for officials —
how to keep the students safe.

dle our way through it."
Kustra said a number of
options have been given. Some
say to put a stoplight in front of
the Lancaster lot, but the state
will not allow a light to be put that
close to the pre-existing lights.
Another option is to build an
overpass, but that means big
bucks for Eastern. Questions
have even arisen if students
would use it if it were provided.
"Cost is not the only factor,"
Jozefowicz said. "We have to ask
if the students will walk up a flight
of stairs if they won't even walk to
the end of the street to use the
crosswalks."
Jozefowicz said if students
want the lot to remain general
purpose, don't jaywalk.
Fdr those who rely on the shuttle bus for transportation to and
from classes, Jozefowicz said the
bus may get behind from time to
time because any change in parking
also changes the traffic patterns.
If you have any commerts,
complaints or suggestions aboutparking arrangements or the
shuttle bus, the division of public
safety encourages your call. They
can be reached at #2821.

Students react
to the change

On the first day ofclasses,
Lancaster lot looked like downtown Richmond on a Thursday
night Cars cruised the packed lot
hoping to find someone leaving
their spot. Students had varied
views on the change.
"It is the best thing I have seen
done here in a long time," said
Beth Lancaster, a 24-year-old geology major who lives in Brockton.
Since Brockton has its own
parking restricted to its residents,
Lancaster said she might be walking home from the Lancaster lot
so she won't get towed there.
"I will definitely use this lot,"
Lancaster said, "All my classes
are right here and today I saw the
sign and said 'I may get a ticket
and I may not, but I'll chance it""
Renea DeBord, a 19-year-old
paralegal science major, and Rachel
Volpe, a 20-year-old undeclared stuHow to make it safe?
President Robert Kustra, who dent don't like the change.
"Just to park on campus is a
has little experience with the
parking on campus, is interested bad problem already," said Volpe,
in finding a solution to the prob- who lives in Clay Hall. "Over
lem even though it won't be easy. where I live is crazy and now we
"There is no magic solution, can't even park here."
Beth Schmidt, a 21-year-old
and we don't have the money to
do anything drastic," Kustra special education major who lives
said. "We will just have to noo- off campus disagrees.

Better
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(Above) A sign warns those who
might attempt to cross Lancaster
Avenue about the danger
involved. (Left) Josh Moenach,
right, and Aaron McDonald cross
Lancaster to go to their classes
Monday. Both are happy about
the change since it lets them park
closer to some of their classes.

"I think it should be all commuter," Schmidt said. "I am afraid
to park there, though, because I
am afraid to cross the street"
Kevin Allen, a 21-year-old history major who lives off campus,
agrees. "I wish they had more
lots, but residents take up half the
parking. If they cleared them out,
there would be more room for
commuters."
Allen said when he got to the
lot that morning he got the last
space that was vacant
Josh Stopfel, a 21-year-old biology/chemistry double major who
lives in Martin has his own ideas
on how to solve the problem.
"I Jiave seen commuters park
here in the past, but never this
many. If you ask me, I would
rather put anybody anywhere, but
then I guess the campus police
would be out of a job."

Ancient Age
Early Times
Ezra Brooks
Evan Williams
Gordon's Gin

KEG SPECIAL Natural Light $42.99
MUST BE 21 WITH VALID ID

Why pay higher prices everywhere else?
Come by and check out our low prices!
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New alcohol sanctions
approved by Regents
24-hour open house option extended to
more dorms, except Keene, Clay halls
r*. . * ■

r*^-___. ■ —._

mini follow-up
frtllfYur ai<\ with
imlK the
I nil recomrmim
must
mendations of the psychological
evaluation, a written reprimand
The Board of Regents made to include a warning, of suspentwo decisions affecting campus' sion or expulsion and being prolife at its summer meeting July 30. hibited from being on the
The alcohol policy has been premises of any university housmade harsher and the 24-hour ing.
open house policy has been
The $675 fine is the fine
extended to all dorms except two. imposed when a student is kicked
A new paragraph was added out of university housing,
and two others moved in part 3 of Moberly said. "It's the standard
the university handbook for stu- fine that goes with eviction from
dents.
campus housing."
Paragraph seven, which states
This dramatic change is the
an offense as being under the first of its kind for Eastern, he
influence of alcohol to the degree said.
*
that the student may endanger
"The fines are intended to
himself or herself or other per- reflect the university's view that
sons or property.
this is serious ... and to be a
The paragraph was added to deterrent," Moberly said. This is
include those students who are so so students will give some seriintoxicated they are a danger to ous thought to the use of alcothemselves or to others, said hol."
Harry Moberly, director of judiMichalle Rice, chair of the
cial affairs.
Substance Abuse Committee,
"For example, if someone is also feels the changes are necespassed out and the hall staff has sary.
to call the paramedics or ambu"We feel this is much more
lance, there has never been any- certain and precise," Rice said.
thing to accommodate them," "We feel these will be much more
Moberly said.
effective as sanctions. There is
very little room for vague interNew sanctions
pretation."

BRAMLAGt
News editor

BY ALYMA

Include fines

Learn from mistakes
Students will be punished by
one semester of university proThe major change in the sancbation, completion of alcohol tions is the fines involved, Rice
program No. 1, unannounced said. But another significant
room inspections during the change includes the educational
probation period, a $100 admin- programs students must go
istrative assessment and a writ- through.
ten reprimand on their first
Alcohol program No. 1 is an
offense.
interactive CD-Rom program
On the second offense against being developed on Eastern's
paragraph seven, students have campus specifically for Eastern
one year of university probation, students, Rice said. The second
completion of alcohol education program will be a six or eight
program No. 2, unannounced hour in-depth course taught by an
room inspections, university ser- Eastern faculty member.
vice, removal from coed housing
Students will also be sanc(if applicable), a $200 administra- tioned if they are in violation of
tive assessment and a written rep- paragraphs sue and eight.
rimand.
Paragraph six is engaging in
Sanctions for subsequent vio- abusive, drunk and disorderly,
lations of paragraph seven result violent or excessively noisy conin one year of university proba- duct on university owned or contion, eviction from university trolled property. The sanctions
housing, university service, $675 are the same as those for paraadministrative assessment, alco- graph seven.
hol assessment at cost to the stuParagraph eight sanctions student, from a certified chemical dents possessing or consuming
dependency counselor and a alcoholic beverages on campus.
requirement that 'he student
Its sanctions are similar to the

.?^.^v..^.-t.---.:-.---,-,V'.--;.-r,v->

LINENS & GIFTS
Open for Business Mon thru Sat 10-7

others but a student is not fined
until his or her second offense
and then It it only $50.
A student it in violation of
this paragraph if he or she is in
actual possession of an alcoholic
substance on campus or is clearly participating in an activity
that includes alcohol, Moberly
said.
"Simply being intoxicated on
campus it not a violation," he
said. "If you're not disorderly or
possessing, you're OK."
President Robert Kustra,
though new to campus, feels the
alcohol policy will be a continuing
concern.
"We can't implement a policy
like this without monitoring it and
seeing if we're being fair to everyone," he said. "We need a policy
that uses common sense and
good judgment."
Kustra will be meeting with
student leaders at least every
semester to monitor the progress
of campus policies like the alcohol
policy, he said.

880 Eastern By Pass, Richmond
626-0200
Quality Merchandise at Affordable Prices

Gifts for all Occasions
New Items Now
Arriving
Collectibles
Aromatherapy
Bath Items
Crystal
Table Accessories
Silver pi at©
Bedding
Miscellaneous Gifts
Where you can afford

to turn your home
Into a mansion

24-hour open house

The other change to residential life is the 24-hour open house
policy that has been approved for
every dorm except Keene and
Clay halls.
"We wanted to leave the option
for students who didn't want to
participate in the open house,"
said Mary Ann Begley, director of
residential life. "We felt we need
to leave a pretty good size building open because we wanted plenty of people to have the option."
Residents were able to vote to
approve the change yesterday and
and they did with only two no
votes out of 459 total votes, said
Mike Barnes, RHA elections chair.
Since implementing the 24hour open house in non-coed
dorms, there has been very little
trouble.
Both Moberly and Begley
report a rise in violations at first
and then it leveling off to the few
problems there are now.
The two also feel that this is a
good step for campus.
"I think both (coed housing
and 24-hour open house) are
very positive," Moberly said. "It
indicates a level of trust and
responsibility in our students
because most of our students
are adults. It is a very appropriate and positive step for the
'90s."
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Achieve
new balance

Mens M990

Predial meeting set for ex-students
Two charged with
robbery, burglary
PROGRtSS STAFf REPORT

Two former Eastern students
are preparing for their day in court
The two men — Damien
Behanan, 20, Georgia, and Robert
Williams, 21, Radcliffe — are
scheduled for a pretrial conference with Circuit Judge Julia
Adams today at 9 a.m.
The
• Commonwealth
Attorney's office said the two
could accept a plea at the confer-

ence to avoid a trial. If they do
not accept, they will go to trial at
9 a.m. Sept. 1.
The men face counts for two different encounters, according to the
Commonwealth Attorney's office.
The first incident occurred at
an Eastern student's Madison
Hills Boulevard apartment. For
that, Behanan and Williams are
charged with one count of ltt
degree robbery and one count of
1st degree burglary.
The second incident occurred
on Eastern's campus at Todd
Hall.
According to a police report, the

two entered the room of Adam
Cronise and allegedly assaulted
him by tying his wrists and pushing him in the closet.
Behanan and Williams alto
allegedly atole two bottlet of
cologne and one diamond earring
from hit room, and $8 from hit
pocket and wallet, the police
report taid.
For that, they are charged
with one count of ltt degree robbery and one count of 2nd degree
burglary.
The two men have withdrawn
from Eastern, taid university officials.

A hmrHmgm mhom mlt for middle to higher ilistance runners
who require ,5 ultimate in cushioning antl stability.

HIBBETT SPORTS
Richmond Mall

We Don't Sell
Bread and Produce!
We Just Make Great
Pictures.
Come in and See the
Difference.

ONE COURSE THAT COULD CHANGE
THE COURSE OF TOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC.
an elective that't different from any
other college courte. Army ROTC
offert handt-on training. Training
that givea you experience and
helpa build confidence, char-

acter and management skills. All
the credential* employers look
for. ROTC is open to freshmen and
sophomores without obligation
and requires about fire hours
per week. It will put your life
on a whole new course.

r'icturePerfectl^hoto

1=

ARMY ROTC
Til SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CU TARE
For details, visit 522 Begley Building or call
622-1215
.
,•

Is

FAST PHOTO IJIB AND STUDIO.

\

*=^g

Harper Square, Richmond, 625-0077
We're on the north side of town
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Veterans
return
to lead
staff

hEivip COIYipANy

Progress veteran Jamie Neal
returns to the Progress staff as
editor after spending last spring
as a public information intern in
the
Legislative
Research
Commission in
Frankfort
The 22-ycarM««t
old senior from
MM
Lexington has
*■■•
interned at The
Staff
Winchester Sun,
The
Spencer
Today from
Magnet and the
330 to S
Council of State
p.m. in
Governments.
Donovan
Assisting her
Annex.
is managing ediTickets to
tor Brian Simms,
2-103 rock
who has been
lest and
lead editor in
CDswillbe
sports, features
given
and photos at the : away.
I'rogress.
Simms, 22, is ^^SSSBSSSl
a senior from
Louisville and has interned at the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer,
and the Henderson Gleaner.
Returning as advertising manager is Lee Potter, 22, a senior
physical education major from
Lebanon.
Progress offices are in the
Donovan Annex fronted by the
Model playground. Enter the
door marked "The Eastern
IVogress" and go to Room 118.
The student-run paper covers
news, sports, campus organizations, arts and entertainment and
provides students, faculty and
staff with information about university services. It is distributed
weekly on Thursday morning.
The Virtual Progress, the online
version of the paper, is updated
more frequently. Check it at
http://www.progress.eku.edu.
Room 118 contains the advertising department, made up of
three student advertising representatives and an advertising
design director.
The Progress also sells classified advertising space. If you
have a car or bike for sale, drop
your copy by, and well print it at
the bargain rate of $2 per 10
words. If you find something that
isn't yours, we'll place a FREE
classified ad in our Lost & Found
section of the classifieds to help
you locate the owner.
In Room 117 are the news, features, activities, arts, photo and
sports departments. Student editors are paid from $15 to $80 a
week depending on their job
description. For a list of paid edi-

URSES 5"

CANCJIES
INCENSE
JEWEIRY

AIIETS^.

ShoEs

R SlickERS

SiviokiNq AccG»Q|riES

OiriER

KEWI STUFT

Porter Plaza (Behind Denny's on the Bypass)
623HEMP

o l>

George Mitchell/Progress
The Progress begins its 77th year with this issue. Leading the staff are
Brian Simms. managing editor, and Jamie Neal, editor. On back row are
Libby Fraas, adviser. Lee Potter, advertising manager and Sonja Knight,
business secretary.

torial staff positions, visit the
Progress office or our website.
The staff is selected in late
spring and serves for the following academic year. Because of
student turnover, positions may
become open between and even
during semesters.
The best way to get into a paid
position is to work on the staff as
a contributor or staff writer or as
an advertising assistant. Staff
writers who sign up for JOU 302,
a one-hour practicum course, can
receive academic credit for
reporting and writing the equivalent of a story a week for the
paper.
Editorial staff meetings are
held on Thursdays at 3:30 p.m.
Please check with the editor prior
to the meeting if you would like
to attend. During these staff
meetings, the ideas for stories
and photos for the following
week's issue are discussed and
assigned.

The Progress office is open
from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. every
day, and student staff are usually
in the office on Monday and
Tuesday nights also.
The best number to reach the
ad staff is 622-1881. The best
number for news and editorial
staff is 622-1872.
Several sections of the
Progress are designed for campus input: What's on Tap
includes campus and community
announcements and upcoming
events. To get your announcement in the paper, send it to the
Activities editor by noon Monday
on the week of publication. You
may
use
e-mail
(progressOacs.eku.edu), mail
(117 Donovan Annex) or fax.
(622-2354).
The Progress is a member of the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Press
Association, the Associated Collegiate
Press, and the Richmond Chamber of
Commerce.

Mon.-Sat.

This (all, make some hcauliful changes

meRLE noRmnn
COSMETIC:

s

T

ti n i o s

operated.

Suss**

[we pay cash for your tds and tapes]

PplterS itiekspi

All students receive a 10%
discount on food items from
10 p.m. - close with student l.D.

623-0960 Next to Movie Warehouse

624-1224 Eastern ByPass
Mon. - Sat 11 a.m. - midnight
Sun. 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

WHERE YOUR MUSIC MATTERS

If your EKU student forgets to write,
you can still get the scoop...
wh6n the Eastern Progress arrives
in your mailbox!

When you think of
Kentucky football, you think

MUMME
PASS

CATCH

Subscribe to the university's award-winning weekly newspaper
covering EKU news, sports, arts, organizations and activities.
One semester (15 weeks) TWO semesters (30 weeks)
only $20 £~]
onlyS^g
|
|

and

THE BASH

Mall your check right away to get our first Issue on Aug. 27*.

Phone(

S e p t e m b e r
following,

T

EasternProgress
117 Donovan Annex

Independently
owned and

COMPACT
DISCS
TAPES

_Exp^9/27/98

■zip"

10%
Student
Discount

I'i4.,'( n.li mil iiwnt-il in.I up.HI..I

BIG SAVINGS!

Buy one entree
get a FREE
appetizer!

10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Closed
Sunday

l |>iliilf \IIIII liM.k with lull S|ili'iiili>rs. ,i inu iiillwliiMI "f
-Iiit<If— from Nlrrlr Norman. I!i. h lim^miilir- ilrcji |)llrlilt'»
mill«>|tnlt'iii iiriniaU iluii it'ili'linr rluwtir IH'IMII) furi'M**.
rhrrk-. Ii|>'- Ulltl lllliln. Slop in lor u lire fall maki'oM'i (mill
our of mil know Inlucalili- HVOMH \il\i-><ii'*.

Guns, knives, electronics,
new and used jewelry,
Nintendo 64 and Playstation

Nsms—m
Address
State

839
EKU
Bypass
Carriage
Gate
Shopping
Center

Richmond. KY 40475-3113

fa;«i«ma.
(606)622-1881
/;

'

TT

EKUvsUK at the

benefiting Cardinal Hill Hospital.
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New

Sonny's Real
Pit Bar-B-Q.
1001 Center
Drive.,
opened July
15. It offers
backyard,
picnic -style
food and beer
on tap.

SIGHTS
Many changes in Richmond
popped up over the summer
photos by Don Knight, Photo editor

fN

Andre Philpott of Falcon General Construction works on the new consumer post office on the comer of Madison Avenue and Irvine Street. It's scheduled to open this fall.

(Above)The framework for the Wellness Building continues to climb. It
will be used for physical education activities, training facilities for student
athletes and will include strength and weight development area, three
classrooms, a computer lab and an execercise physiology lab. Work on
the building began on March 13, and is expected to be completed in
June 1999. (Right) Greg Fredrick is the customer service manager at
Office Max, 100 Richmond Mall. The office supply store has all one
would need for an office. It opened a month ago.

Grand China Buffet!, 882 Eastern Bypass, offers allyou-can-eat Chinese Food. Lunch and dinner is available. It opened July 7.

Go Back to School

KELLY'S

with Little Professor

When you're so cool, the
sun shines on you
2 4 hours a day.

fruit Mcwket

Classics
Cliff Notes
Bestsellers
Children's Books
Magazines

Ray Ban
Seren$eti
Oakley
Gargoyles
- Swiss Army
• Tfotorio

Little Professor
BOOK CENTER

Richmond Mall

Finest Produce in Richmond

Now Serving Sandwiches
GUI to order

624-2873
Ccwrtbufr
VeHA/e*y

■ 428 Richmond Mall 623-0522

62S-1882
—

Lambda Chi Alpha
Fall Rush 1998 \
Mon., Aug. 31
Tues., Sept. 1
Wed., Sept. 2
Thurs., Sept. 3
Fri., Sept. 4 '

Subs and Games in the Raviuc
,, i™^^J
L
5 - 7 p.m.
Volleyball and Burgers at Keeoe Hall
#. 10 p.m.
Pizza and Basketball in \fcfarver Gym
Informational in iiggcr^ftf^^WieVmK\\JB^^Xtg
4 pjii.
Bid Day

For more information or questions contact Chris Farris (606)612*3461 or (06)(26-5519

Associate good men&M
Initiate better mi7f!g|
Live as the best man!

Everything from A - Z at

All God's Children
> Byer's Carolers
Crystal
Dept. 56 villages
Enesco Music Boxes
Fontanini
Great Candles
Horse Prints
Individual Floral Arrangements
Just about Something for Everyone
Kentucky Cookbooks
Lizzie High Dolls
Mickey Mouse Items
139 N. Keeneland Dr.
Off Exit 90.1-75

• Nautical Prints
• Ornaments
•Pewter
•Quilts
• Ribbons & Bows
• Seraphim Angels
• TXimer Dolls
• U.K. Championship Coverlets
• Victorian Lace
• Winnie the Pooh
• X-tra Special Gifts
• Your choice of Boyd's Bears & Hares
• Zoo Animals (Noah's Ark)

624-0025
K

Mon. - Sat. 9 «.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun. 12:30 pjn. - 6 pjn.
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Evangelist James Gilles of Evansville. Ind, preached to students outside the Fountain Food Court Monday. He also preached other days this week.

Evangelist sparks annual debate
Anyone who
wishes to preach
must register
BY ANDREA DECAMP

News writer

A debate over religious
beliefs flared on campus this
week.
Evangelist James Gilles from
Evansville. Ind., spent Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday preaching his beliefs in front of the
Powell Building.
Gilles has traveled for 16
years to 255 college campuses,
43 states and five countries,
including Canada, Mexico, the
Soviet Union, and the Ukraine,
he said.
"God told me to teach to
friends and classmates," Gilles
said.
He explained his communications with God that every person
has a "mind's eye," like a computer screen in their mind. On

this screen God "e-mailed" him
the message to spread his beliefs
across the world.
"Students are lost, away from
God, headed for Hell, serving
themselves, and should repent
and turn to Jesus." Gilles said.
Gilles was "saved" at a Van
Halen concert, he said. While he
stood five feet from the stage
with his mind full of drugs and
booze, David Lee Roth shouted
into the audience that not even
God can save your soul at a Van
Halen concert.
The crowd screamed with
approval and the band started to
play their song. "Running With
the Devil."
Gilles wondered at the audience's reaction and right there
told God that he would become
his servant and preach his
word.
Gilles makes his money as a
self-employed minister by
preaching in churches that usually give him the money from
their collection plates for that
Sunday and also by monthly support he receives in the mail from

Welcome Back EKU Students
Dr. John H. Warren, O.D.

.,

f

Don Knight/Progress

Many people took his view*
u
but Skip Daugherty, dean of stuHe has no right
dent development, said that he
to call every
was here with the same 1st
Amendment rights that every
female a whore.
person has.
Any person coming to
There should be
Eastern's campus, such as
some regulation. Gilles, must register with his
office.
Grant Siefman,
Many people are limited as to
freshman where they can be on campus
and how long they can stay.
»
Gilles, for example, was limited
people who have heard him to three days and the area in
preach.
front of Powell between the secMost of his followers call him ond tree and the water fountain.
a missionary to college campusDaugherty gives advice to stues.
dents who do not want to listen to
Gilles believes that "every what Gilles and others have to say.
female should have an authority
"Walk away. All a student has
figure over her." His wife of to do is walk away. No audience
nine years believes that, too.
means no preacher," Daugherty
Grant Siefman, a 17-year-old said.
freshman majoring in Spanish,
Nick Flynn, a 19-year-old
does not think that there is any sophomore, had been listening
place for Gilles on Eastern's for an hour and 15 minutes and
campus.
expressed disagreement
"He has no right to call every
Daugherty advises again,
female a whore. There should be "Walk away. They won't have
anything to say if no one listens."
some regulation," Siefman said.

Remember
important
events on
camp^

Pn setting
fe°se/n

••

•1

Make sure
to read ^

"What s
on Tap

associated with the office
Dr. Marlon Roberts, O.D.

• Therapeutic Optometrist
• Comprehensive Eye Exams
• Treatment of Eyt Infections & Dismal
• Professional Contact Lens Fitting
Ask about student discount
with valid student I.D.

°hly in%

205 Geri Lane • Richmond

■The Eastern

All Occasion Helium Filled Balloons

Mylar $1

Latex 500

BACK TO SCHOOL

DOLLAR $TORE

• School Logos
• Personalizations
• Monograms
• Greek Crests
• Club Designs
• Hats and More!!
. NOW AVAILABLE •
Mesh Totes and Duffel Bags

623-5556

Mon. - Sat 10 «.m - 8 p.m.
Sun 1 p.m. - (p.m.

682 Univ*riity Shopping Center
(BMomi Wlnn Olid* a ACE Hudtme)

RICHMOND MALL

1

www.prtijsn'-M.i'ku.i'ilu

117 Donovan Annex

622-1881

Co.

10 am.-9 p.m. Sun. 1 p.m.-C pjn.

623-6852

venue

624-0198

Dozen $Q95
Red RosesJr
Cash and carry

Expires 912198

INSTANT CARE CENTER
#

646 University Shopping Center • Richmond. KY 40479
(606) 623 1950 ■ (60S) 623-0619 (lex)

Walk-In Medical Care Facility
Services include:
• Medical Treatment and Minor Injury Care of adults
and children over two years of age
• Physicals - School, Sports or Insurance

ReGIS

• Laboratory and X-ray Services

N< ) U'I'OIN I Ml N I Nl 11)11)

$39 Perm Sale
Long hair, specialty wraps extra.
624-0066

Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 p in * p.m

Richmond Mall

Walk-ins welcome

£xpius 8/31/98

Become an organ donor. Sign the back of your
Kentucky Driven License or other Organ Donor Card and tell your family of your decision.

Loeeted next to Seen
East*™ Byp«M

IS

r

*«5|

UmvwMy Shopping
CtMfl

Be
Angel

1

Monday - Saturday
8:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Cash • Ch«k • VH • MaxnCwd • InfuranctB

We Welcome EKU Students, Staff and Faculty

for more information call: 1-80O-525-J456.

4TJ
Kmncxf Onus Cart Orb Amamm
Orjm Ami Tarn Omatm Awtma

• «
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Bombing: Eastern student in
bank next door to embassy
From die front page

Bnan Simms/Progress
Physical plant employees unload new desks out of a semi Thursday
that will be placed in Sullivan Hall. Sullivan and Burnam Halls

received a major face-lift over the summer. Palmer and
Commonwealth are slated to be renovated next summer.

Burnam, Sullivan updated over summer
BY ALYSSA BRAMLAGE

News editor
Step through the double doors
and the smell of new carpet fills
the air. the newly restored hardwood floors gleam and the new
wallpaper brightens the lobby.
Before they even get to their
rooms, residents living in Sullivan Hall will notice a big change.
Sullivan and Burnam halls
were renovated this summer giv
ing the interiors a face-lift.
Both halls were next on the list
for renovations, said James Street.
director of physical plant.
"We're pursuing a phased
approach," Street said. "Burnam
and Sullivan were chosen based
on need."
Each summer physical plant is
taking a dorm or dorms out of use
and renovating it, he said. Last
year Martin and McGregor were
chosen and next year Palmer and

Commonwealth will be updated,
he added.
H' ciirc of the age Of Sullivan
and Burnam, the two dorms
r<<|uiti d very specific renovations
including revamping the entire
in ■ rior.
Physical plant made improvements to the floors, windows, ceil. ings, plumbing, lighting, bathrooms, mechanical systems,
showers and shown ceilings
along with painting all the walls.
Street said.
Sinks win' rcporcelained,
wooden floors were refinished,
floors were recarpeted and areas
that had already been fixed were
polished, he said.
Though improvements were
made, the overall feel of the
dorms was not altered, he said.
Hardwood floors were preserved
and so was the tile.
In the case of Burnam Hall's

lobby, the tile was pulled up to and laying carpet (Aug. 20), but I
accommodate the refurbishing of hope everyone is pleased with it."
hardwood floors.
And residents seem to be
"We want to make them both happy with all the changes.
"I really like the room," said
functional and aesthetic to meet
the needs of the folks staying in Karen Law son, a graduate student
from Hyden living in Sullivan.
them," Street said.
Making dorms enjoyable costs The lounge furniture is very nice.
money, but the total cost of the I've got a new desk and all new
renovations is not yet in. Street furniture, and the air conditioning
is great"
said. "We are still getting bills in."
Josh Akers, a junior geography
Part of making the dorms livfrom Van Lear, likes the
able is replacing each of the beds, major
new look.
with which physical plant is two"It's all new stuff and all the
thirds of the way finished.
floors are refinished," he said.
"We have new beds in halls "It's the same old rooms, but they
that haven't been renovated," look a lot better now."
Street said.
Residents in Burnam Hall are
The renovations have been just as pleased with their renovatime-consuming with finishing tions.
touches lasting up until students
"It looks a lot better than it did
were moving in, Street said.
last year," said Jaime Grubbs, a
"It has taken every last sophomore prepharmacy major
moment to get them ready," he from Cynthiana. "I'm very
said. "We were moving in desks impressed with it"

STUDENT TICKETS
ON SALE
FOR
vs.

Bombings hit
close to home

Her brother-in-law, who had
managed to hide under his desk
unharmed, picked Mungania up
and helped her to the street.
EMBASSY
"There was nothing but a
cloud of dust," Mungania said.
BOMBING
"And the building we were in was
just this doorless, windowless
Cooperative
thing."
Bank
Mungania was cut from the
glass and needed medical attention. The ambulances were all full,
so she took a bus to three hospitals before being accepted.
"People were running around
not knowing what had happened,"
Mungania said. "There were a lot
of people hurt and a lot of chaos
and confusion."
S.
When Mungania was finally
Embassy
admitted to the hospital, she was
treated for six cuts on the right
Penina K Mugania was on
side of her face.
the first floor of Cooperative
Only when she arrived at the
Bank when the bomb
hospital did she discover what
exploded in the embassy. The
had actually happened. CNN was
Ufundi House was also
broadcasting that a car bomb had
destroyed in the explosion.
exploded in front of U.S.
Embassies in Nairobi and
Souice US NM and Wort! Rapod
Tanzania.
"I keep saying that I just can't
Jenny BunctVProorets
get the right words to describe
each and every moment I went have adjusted well," Kiogora
through," Mungania said. "What said. "She was very excited
people see on TV and hear on the about coming to graduate school
radio is only the aftermath."
here."
Mungania arrived home after 2
Kiogora said that it was her
p.m. to find her family in tears of dream to get her degree from
joy. She had not gotten to contact Eastern and she had been planthem from the hospital, so they ning all year for the trip. He
didn't know if she was alive or believes it helped Mungania to
not
have something to look forward to
"I wasn't finished packing, so I after the bombing.
threw some things in a suitcase
"If she were jobless and still in
and that was it" Mungania said. "I Kenya it would have finished her
needed to rest and to pray."
off," Kiogora said.
The plane left that night and
Regarding the U.S. retaliatory
she arrived in Richmond Aug. 8. attacks on Sudan and Afghanistan
Mungania said that when she left Aug. 20, Mungania said, "It's
that night she didn't know anyone rather complex. My hope is that
who had gotten injured or killed other innocent people won't get
in the attack, but she has heard hurt"
stories of an acquaintance who
Mungania started her first day
lost his two daughters and other of graduate school Monday where
family members.
she is studying education and
Muugania is living with her computer science.
sister and her family. Her brothEven after the trauma of the
er-in-law, Timothy Kiogora, is an bombing, Mungania still plans to
associate professor of humani- return to her homeland.
ties at Eastern. They moved to
"I'm not really scared. Things
Richmond from Kenya in 1993. like that could happen anywhere,
"She (Mungania) seems to even here" she said.

We're here EVERY Thursday.
PThe Eastern
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AtttfttiOR JtitiuttS:
Free Food for...
The Body and $oul!
Be our guests.Aug. 30-Worship 10:45
Lunch IrornodlaWy to Rowing at noon.

that (Jutted
Mrtdodut (luucJi
Main Street - Downtown

Classic Cookie
623-3734

Bring this coupon and
take advantage of this
special offer

Party Platter

available in 2,3, and 4 dozen

Buy 10 Cookies, Get 4

Ticket Booth in fro

lumni Coliseum

$20

$20

FREtf!

$ 98

8

SPECIAL OCCASION COOKIE

/Attitudes Styling jalon
Welcome Back EKU!
Offering the tattst cuts, coloring, perm, acrylic nails, and facial waging

New Wolff Tanning Beds
Special: 10 visits for $20
Until all are sold!!!

2 Tickets per Student w/ valid ID

Only 1000 Tickets
Available!!
1

199 Wayne Drive #3
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Eastern to get full-time AD
for first time since Combs«
Recent
Athletics
Directors

It's the SPJ.

BY BRIAN SHIMS

cient
For the fiscal year ending June 30,'
1998, the athletic department had a net
Two years ago, Janna Vice, an assoof almost $1.5 million.
ciate professor of information systems lossThe
took in just over $2
at Eastern, was in a Hardee's restau- million department
in
revenues,
but had over $3.5
rant in Jacksonville. Fla.; while attend- million in expenditures.
ing a conference with some col"It (getting a full-time AD.) had to
leagues.
*
done to give the athletic program a
They were all wearing Eastern para- be
fair
chance," Kustra said.
phernalia and some
Only
two
people noticed.
other schools in the
"This guy came up
I think It'i
conference have an
to me and said 'EKU
A.D. who carries
— You all have a great
of the best
other job duties —
football team," Vice
things
we've
Austin Peay and
said. "It gave us a repTennessee Tech.
utation of doing somedone around
"I think it's one of
thing well."
the best things we've
here In years.
And that is what
done around here in
new
Eastern
It's
a
full-time
years," said football
President
Robert
coach Roy Kidd, who
Kustra wants — a repJob.
was
athletics director
utation for doing
Roy Kidd, before Baugh. "It's a
something well, somefootball coach and on full-time job."
thing he calls reputaKidd will be on an
the committee to find
tional currency.
an athletic director 11-person committee
And to do that, he
responsible for recomwants the athletics
» mending three to five
director to solely conapplicants to Kustra.
centrate on athletics.
Vice, who is the chair of the commitThe school's current A.D., Robert tee, said they will stop accepting appliBaugh, has pulled double duty as A.D. , cations Sept 16.
and dean of the college of health, phys"It seems to be something that the
ical education and recreation for coaches are excited about" Vice said.
almost four years. He will stay on as
Kustra said that when a new AD. is
the dean of the college.
chosen, he/she will report to him.
Kustra said that if Eastern is to com- Previously, the athletics director had
pete with other schools financially and reported to Baugh.
on the field in the Ohio Valley
"I think ifs a good move." softball
Conference, then "this is clearly the coach Jane Worthington said. "Dr.
way to do it"
Baugh definitely had more than his
"It's not fair," Kustra said. "You're hands full. It's time for a full-time
not creating a level playing field if A.D."
you're putting in less than they do."
Eastern's last full-time A.D. was
Kustra said Eastern needs an AD. Donald Combs, who served from 1971who can make the department self-suffi- 90.
Managing editor

u

Dr. Robert
Baugh, 1992present, inlerm,
1990

Roy Kldd, 19901992

Donald Combs,
1971-1990

r «P5
Dr. David B. Coleman

D«. CAVID R CCXeMAN

OPTOMETRIST

>

V

Dr. J. Thomas Lisle
Opwrwtriiti

• Member of The American Optomeuic Association •

In addition to a comprehensive eve exam,
we offer a complete selection of stylish
frames and sunglasses and a large stock of
disposable and color contacts.
Office hours by appointment. »
Saturday and Evening Appointment Available
523 Leighway Dr.
(Next to Oceanfront)

623-6812

Saturday, August 29

8 a.m. to Noon • Donovan Annex (Model Playground)
| Baby clothes, golf clubs, coffee machines, and other household items!

Everything Must Go!
All proceeds go to SPJ!!!

YOU CAN WIN A

Z-FEST'98
Open
House

We're Going
to Tailgate
at EVERY

EKU

Football game.
Mad]

Thursday, August 27 at 3:30 p.m.

outside Donovan Annex (Model Playground)

15 pairs to be drawn for at 5 p.m.
Must be present to win!
Free Pizza • Door Prizes • WXII Remote

152 Madison Ave. 623-9720

^Kentucky Collision Center

fAdda Little Attitude to Your Style

CUTUf^

l-CAR
Trained

ASE

Certified

• Specializing in Perms, Color, and Ritzy Hairstyles

623-5770
off Hair Cut/Style or;
• 711 ^nChemical
Service
(Chemical Service
Coupon expires Sept 30,1998

^

206 south third Strwt (next to the little house and Visoous Cycle)

Full-Service Body SHop
• Free estimates
• Towing available
All Claims Welcome
626-0600
240 N. Keeneland Dr.

HERSHEY'S
CANDY BARS

2/790
EKU
Campus Bookstore

Sun Shoppe
And Body
Piercing

624-3942

If no answer, call 1-800-822-5842
Regular Hours
• Tuesday and Wednesday,
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
and by appointment
200 S. Third St, Richmond, KY 40475

Our dragons
don't bite!
Open 7 days a week!
201W Water St.
624-0255
,<j>* A Uo/f

^Richmond
0reenhouse
Tired of staring at
concrete walls?
Add some life to your room
with our wide selection of
plants and flowers.
Ill Westover Ave.

623-3410

WESTERN
SIZZLIN
Lunch Buffet
11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
$5.69
Includes drink.

Welcome back
students!
10 visits for 19.98!
We buy, sell, and trade Beanie Babies.

310 E. Main St.

623-8110

Westside Christian
Church

Welcome Back EKU Students!
Don't neglect a vital pan: of your life and education.
Our church family invites you to come worship,
learn, and grow with us. Service times are:
9:45 University Bible Study
10:45 Morning Worship
6 Evening Worship
7 Wed. p.m. Prayer & Bible study
«
We are located at the end of Bennington Court
across from Arlington. Need a ride? The Church
van will leave the Daniel Boone Statue at 9:30 am.
for Sunday School and at 10:30 a.m. for Morning
Worship. For more information contact Matt
vaught, Senior Minister or Scott Miller, Youth
Minister at 623-0382.
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Captain
Campbell of
the Richmond
City Fire
Department
writes down
the serial number on the gas
dryer in
Weaver Gym
that caught lire
Thursday while
being used to
dry dust mops.

Fire in Weaver Gym
leaves class dripping
Mechanical failure in dryer to blame

•• There were

got in the building."
some shivering
And Alexander said it was
more than just smoke she saw.
people outside
Students in a community water
"There were flames coming
aerobics class had to stand out- out of the dryer as big as my
in their bathing
side shivering the morning of arm," she said.
suits.
Aug. 20 due to a fire in one of the
The flames caused concern for
David Hepburn,
dryers in the Weaver Building, the people in the pool.
said David Hepburn, assistant
Assistant
Director of
"I had some people in the pool
director of physical plant.
and I got them out of there."
Physical
Plant
There were some dust mops Alexander said.
in the dryer which happens
»
No one was hurt in the fire
daily," he said. "It was not unusu- although the whole building was
The fire department did have
al. The fire was contained to the evacuated.
to use water to put out the fire,
dryer."
"It was a narrow escape for a but it didn't use enough to cause
The fire was attributed to
significant water damage, Perkins
mechanical failure in the dryer, lot of people," she said.
The
Richmond
Fire said.
Hepburn said. It was a "freak"
All damage was contained to
occurrence that started with no Department had three fire trucks
on the scene including two the dryer with no smoke damage
warning, he added.
Bonnie Alexander, the locker pumpers and a ladder truck, said or substantial water damage,
Hepburn said.
room supervisor in Weaver, was Elra Perkins, battalion chief.
"We used a one and threeAlthough everyone was safethe first to find the fire after
returning from a short walk quarters inch hose that we have ly evacuated, some people were
on the truck to put it out," a little inconvenienced, he
across campus.
"I had left my work area for a Perkins said. "A fire extinguisher added.
"There were some shivering
few minutes to pick up my may have been used, but it was
check," she said. "When I came still flaming up when we got people outside in their bathing
suits," Hepburn said.
back, I saw the smoke before I there."
Bv ALYSSA BRAMLAGE
News editor

Photos by Don Knight/Progress
A Richmond city firefighter exits Weaver Gym as a dryer inside Weaver Gym burns. The fire was caused by
a mechanical failure ol an old dryer according to Assistant Director of Physical Plant David Hepburn.

www.justqokentucky.com
< .

► Next Week

Learn how to protect
yourself against date
rape — and what to
do if it does happen
to you.

■■■■■■■■

Accent
Th* Eastern Progress

Rita Maclrin Pox, editor

Thursday^ August 27.1996 Bl

warn

Adjustment to
Richmond an
easy one
BY RITA MACKM FOX

Accent editor

Dal* of Birth:
March 21, 1943
EtfNitdty: Polish
and Irian
retired Army Gen.
CoHn Powell
Pet peeve:
People who Utter
»:Todo
whatever you do
V©IY

ww.

Summer read:
"Underworld" by
DortDeUHo
Food: Barbecued

ribe or chicken
TVehow:
Doesn't watch
rriuch TV; sometimes tees "taw
and Order."

■Shawshank
Redemption"
Author:
Russell Banks

Data of Birth:
Juty 13,1943

Ethnicity: Irish,
English, French
and German

CoWe Roberts tor
balancing so
many things in
bar Ma.

Flashback to summer 1996. Reeling
from a major upset in the primary
for the U.S. Senate seat in Illinois,
Bob Kustra and his wife, Kathy, hit the
road to figure out their future.
"As a couple, the greatest challenge
was getting back up and dusting ourselves off after the 1996 primary," Bob
said.
Both had been led to believe by the
pundits Bob was on his way to the
Senate nomination, he said.
What went wrong?
"I ran as a moderate Republican,"
Bob said, "and a much more conservative candidate entered the race." He
described his opponent Al Salvi, as having unlimited wealth.
"While I was scrambling to raise
funding, he could basically write his own
checks and spend more time on campaigning," Bob said.
Stunned by the loss, the Kustras
escaped Illinois for the Smoky
Mountains to regroup and plan a future.
Coincidentalry, returning along 1-75,
they stopped in Berea, only 12 miles
from Eastern's campus.
"We just drew it out of a hat," Kathy
said. "It was destiny"
After a day spent at Churchill
Weavers and several antique and craft
stores in Berea, the Kustras returned to
Illinois. They had recovered from the
defeat and decided to keep their options
open.
"It's not as if I was run out of office or
anything," Bob said. Kustra had two
years remaining in his term as lieutenant governor.
Then, in November 1996, came a second twist of fate. A plane crash took the
life of the chair of the Illinois Board of
Higher Education. A month later, Gov.
Jim Edgar appointed Kustra to fill the
unexpected vacancy and to preside over
the state's nine public universities and
49 community colleges, as well as the
system's $2 billion budget
While working with the state's university presidents, Bob realized how
much he enjoyed what they were doing.
Having spent 25 years teaching in higher education before going into the political arena, he thought a university presidency was a job he might enjoy
"After spending so much time in the
classroom and teaching," he said, "I
always knew ... that I'd return to a campus," he said. Perhaps he'd found the
direction he wanted his future to take.
Kustra decided to take a look at the
job market for college presidents.
The EKU ad ran not long after I
made the decision to put my name
forth," he said.
On Feb. 18, Eastern's Board of
Regents voted unanimously to offer
Kustra the position of Eastern's ninth
president
Both Bob and Kathy see his presidency as an extension of his political
career.
"Bob was in public service," Kathy
explained. The partisanship and the
politics was always the part he abided.

but never was the part that engaged
him."
Kathy said the Eastern presidency
gives Bob "the chance to be in public
service without being in politics — with
the added advantage that it's in his loved
field of higher education."
All In the family
The Kustras will celebrate their 10th
wedding anniversary on Sept 10. They
have three grown children.
"We never try to hide the fact that
we've been married before," Kathy said,
but neither uses "step" terms for their
children.
"We're pretty crazy about all of
them,"*Kathy said.
Kathy shared the one "down side" to
moving away from Illinois — the upcoming arrival of their first grandchild.
Bob's older child Jenny, 29, and her
husband, Paul Quinn, of Evanston, HI.,
are expecting a baby boy Oct 13. The
Quinns gave them the news while at dinner celebrating Kustra's acceptance of
the position at Eastern.
Kathy described her initial reaction:
"But we're leaving the Chicago area!"
They Kustras attended a baby shower
for Jenny in St Louis in August and have
already made arrangements to bring her
and their new grandson to Richmond for
a visit in November. Paul will join them,
too.
"We can't wait," Kathy said.
Next in age is Kathy's son, Matthew
Breidert 28.
"Matthew is going into the second
year of his MBA program in St Louis at
Washington University," she said.
(Kathy's 92-year-old mother. Ruth
Thomas, also lives in St Louis.)
Third is Bob's son, Steve, 27. who
lives in San Francisco. Steve was diagnosed this spring with testicular cancer.
"In scale, everything else was kind of
insignificant" Kathy said, describing the
news as the scariest thing the coup : has
ever had to face.
Steve completed a tough course of
nine weeks in chen.jtherapy on his
birthday Aug. 4. Soon after, !.ia doctors
declared him cured.
"We are very thankful lor all the
prayers and support we've received over
the summer," Bob said.
A fishy story
While the Kustras complement each
other in many ways, their leisure interests vary.
Take fishing.
Bob, an avid bass fisherman, is looking forward to the first chance to launch
his boat on Wood Creek Lake in London.
Does Kathy sometimes join him on
fishing trips?
"Yeah," she answered quickly.
"She reads a book," Bob revealed.
Kathy grinned, then nodded. "I wear
a big straw hat and sit in the boat and I
read."
"And gets nervous when I bring a fish
into the boat" Bob added.
"Every once in a while m cast" she
reminded him. "But he has to put the
worm on for me if we're using live bait"

Don Knight/Progress
The Kustras spent the summer settling Into their new home in Blanton House, the official residence of Eastern's
presidents They will celebrate their 10th wedding anniversary in September.

See Kustras/B8

Smoke blown in
her lace whan
she's eating.

The family dog

; "Always
expect the bast
and the boat Is
Mealy to happen."

The Kustras'
canine is joy
of their lives

ThaAMed Guide
to a Good Move."
AMoSue
Grafton's alphabet mysteries.
Food: Spaghetti
and meatballs

TV Shows:
■Law and Order"
and "Mad About
You"
Author: Ernest
fTWuWiyway

Don KrHght/Prtxjress
The Kustras poee with Abby for a family portrait in the courtyard behind Blanton House.
Abby comes from a long Mne of hunting dogs, but only tracks wHdMe from inside Blanton.

The Kustras brought with
them to Eastern Abby. their twoyear-old Brittany spaniel. She's
never far away from the couple
as they move from room to
room in Blanton House.
"We often comment that we
could probably live in a very
small room, as far as Abby's concerned." Kathy said, "because
she's always right under our
feet"
They found Abby in a newspaper ad.
"Abby's the joy of our lives,"
Bob said. "She comes from a
line of very good hunting dogs,"
Kustra began.
"But Abby is a lap dog."

The Kustras share a laugh.
"Abby hunts the chipmunks
in the backyard." he added,
reaching down to pet the dog
lying at his feet "She .hunts the
bjrds and the squirrels."
Kathy interjects that "She
doesn't catch them."
Bob describes Abby's hunting method, taking advantage of
Blanton's floor-to-ceiling windows.
"She can track a squirrel
going across the yard by going
from window to window and follow it all the way around," he
said.
While Eastern's First Dog
has no official duties, she does
help the Kustras meet their new
neighbors.
"One of the first nights we
were here," the president said,
"I took Abby for a walk down
Lancaster," he began. "I got

back two-and-a-half hours later
because I was invited into three
different homes to say hello and
see the art work or the antiques
or whatever."
Kathy admitted being concerned about how Abby would
Tit into the formal setting of
Blanton House.
She recalled turning to Bob
after a dinner in Blanton with
the Funderburks and asking:
"Can you picture that dog in that
house?"
But Abby has adapted well to
her new surroundings.
"Although you haven't seen
anything until you've seen her
with her chew." With his shoe.
Bob nudged a stuffed 15-inch
fish-shaped cloth chew toy near
the kitchen door.
"She wrestles with that bass,"
he said. On cue, Abby goes after
her catch of the day.

► Movies
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TODAY

PROGRESS

■ OPEN HOUSE
Eastern Progress
3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.
117 Donovan Annex
Free pizza. Win Z-fest Tickets

!
!
!

■ MEETING
College Republicans
4:30 p.m. Jaggers Room,
Powell Building

!
!

■ WORSHIP
Wesley Foundation Worship
7:15 p.m. at Wesley Foundation

!

If you have any ideas for the Progress Pick, please submit
your idea to:
Eastern Progress
WhafsOnTap
117 Donovan Annex

!

■ PICNIC
Welcome Back Picnic, Food
Service, 4:30 to 7 p.m.
Martin HaTI
■ VOLLEYBALL
Eastern vs. University of
Evansville, 7 p.m.
■ MEAL
Wesley Foundation Meal, 5 p.m.
at Wesley Foundation

1 WEDNESDAY

■ DANCE
Baptist Student Union
Detour
9 p.m. at BSU

The Richmond Department of Parks
and Recreation will present its
annual Concert in the Park. The concert will be from 1:30 p.m. to 4 p.m. at
Irvine McDowell Park on Lancaster
Road. Dixieland music will be played by
the "Colonel's Choice Band." They may
also incorporate Big Band and Latin
music. Also performing will be the
Richard McHargue Cloggers.
The Parks and Recreation
Department invites you to bring a lunch
.and blankets or chairs. Seating is limited so get there early. This is a free
event For more information, call the Richmond
Department of Parks and Recreation at 62345753.

TUESDAY

SATURDAY

■ ROAST/RALLY
Colonel Roast/Pep Rally
10:30 am. to 1:30 p.m.
Fountain Plaza

■ YARD SALE
Society of Professional Journalists
8 am. to noon
Behind Donovan Annex

! ■ FELLOWSHIP
Christian Student Fellowship
! 7 p.m.
Meet at Daniel Boone statue
in front of Bu mam Hall

■ PARADE
Admiral's Day Parade and Party
1 p.m. Ft Boonesborough Park

UPCOMING

!
S

■ CLINIC
Dance Colonels Clinic
Noon to 4 p.m.
Weaver Dance Studio

SUNDAY
■ TRYOUTS
Dance Colonels Tryouts
2 p.m.
Weaver Dance Studio
■ DEDICATION
Dedication of expanded St.
Mark Catholic church,
2 p.m., 208 W. Main Street
■ MEETING
Habitat for Humanity Meeting,
9 p.m. Combs Hall lobby

■ RACE
The 9th Annual Bluegrass Hall
of Fame Race
Richmond Raceway
SeptS
■ FOOTBALL
Eastern vs. Kentucky State
7 p.m.. Sept 5
Home
■ REUNION
Dukes of Hazzard Reunion Tour
7 p.m., Sept 5
Renfro Valley ■ CONCERT
John Anderson
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
Sept 12
Renfro Valley

Saving Prlv.u Ryan (R) 1, 4:45. 8 30
Dead Man On Campoa (R)" 1 10.
320. 5:30. 7:40. 9.50
Evar Attar (PG-13) 125.4:50. 725.10
Bled* (R)~ 1:40, 4:30. 705, 9:45
Wrongfully Aocuaad (PG-13)" 1:05,
305. 5:05, 7:30, 935
Armageddon (PG-13) 7:50
Parent Trap (PC) 130, 4:40
ftowaan: HXJ (R) 1:15, 325. 5:35.
7:45. 9:55
Box offloa opona at 4:19 p.m. on Friday
l\2a and Monday -Thuraday a/31-fVX
Opan all day Saturay a Sunday *7» a
•00. **No paaaaa or auparaavara.

Let's Get
Ready to

RUMBLE!
It's EKU
football time.
Madison
•

A P

*

G

M

I

I

College Station
— Mart —

Hamburgers

750
exp. 9/17^8

623-9110

I

152 Madison Ave. 623-9720

Just across
from campus

AsManif

Bring this .coupon to

Rechargeable
Phone Cards
190/minute
24 hours/day
7 days/week
Send SASE to:
David Hager
410 Plum Tree Drive
Berea, KY 40403

CHECK
i ft EXCHANGE
and receive

K $5 OFF

your next transaction.
Minimum $100 transaction.
One per visit.
Some restrictions apply.

University
Shopping Center

Recharge to your Visa,
Mastercard or Discover

(Near Social Security Office)

623-1199

Your link to campus news and events.
[-.astern Progress
622 IHHl

EKU 7th Annual Colonel Roast/
Pep Rally
Wednesday, September 2,10:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Campus Fountain Pizza
Members of your department, division or organization are welcome and encouraged to pariticipate as
their schedules permit. To reserve a FREE PROMOTIONAL BOOTH in the Fountain Plaza, call
3691 We expect a record number of students, faculty, and staff. In addition to free roasted corn on the
cob (hence the "Colonel Roast"), food samples and music by WXII, we will have the following:

Pep Rally to Kick Oft the Fall Seasons
12:00 noon pep rally featuring Coach Kidd, Coach Erdmann, Coach Duncan, members of their teams
and the EKU Pep Band.

"Nerf Football Toss" Contest
Team and individual competition. To register the names of your team (minimum 5 members - 20
tosses per team) bring a list of your participants to the "Roast" Your team members can complete their
tosses anytime between 10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. The fist place team wins a pizza party with President
Kustra. Prize for the individual winner is sponsored by the EKU Bookstore - Center of Campus.

Spirit Banner Contest
A great way for your group, department or division to participate is to create a "Spirit Banner" to
help raise money for the United Way. Spirit banners should encourage a Colonel victory over the Kentucky State University Thoroughbreds (colors: green and gold) in the following Satuday's opening
game. All it takes is an old sheet, some paint and some creativity. Jars will be placed by your banner
(or at your booth) to receive your donations to the United Way. The most donations determines the
winner. The winning organization will receive a free bowling party.

Drawing for Prizes
Individual door prizes (resume expert, back packs, and more). Grand door prize
(free meals for a week).
a FallI Kickoff Event for the University Community. Show your EKU spirit - promote your organization, department or division, be part of the "Roast"! Join the fun!

r.

>\
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Eastern students
produce movie
with message
BY AMOK MUUJUN

Arts editor

Some students went on vacations with friends or family. Some
went to summer school. Others
worked at summer jobs to earn
extra money.
Eastern studt nts Richard Carr
and Ciano Smith are seniors who
produced a low-budget film this
summer.
Carr is the producer, director
and storywriter. Smith is also a
director and actor in the film.
In the beginning, the film
"Genocide" foreshadows the
death of high school student
Timothy Johnson. Johnson is the
victim of black on black violence.
He is gunned down by two of his
peers while walking to the store
for his mother.
The film "Genocide" was shot
in a predominately black section
of Lexington. They used family
and friends as actors and actresses. They used Carr's aunf s house
for scenes and she played the victim's mother.
The story is told through the
eyes of the victim's college-age
brother Charles, played by Smith.
The film attempts to show people the effect on a family when a
homicide occurs in the family. It
seeks to illustrate how much pain
is caused by violence.
"We want to put a message in
every movie we make," Smith
said.
The two are currently producing the story of an interracial love

Blade: One
sharp movie
BY AWGK MULUWW

Arts editor

story within the Greek system.
Smith said too many negative
interracial romance movies, like
"Jungle Fever," have been made.
They want to show that not all
interracial relationships are negative.
Carr and Smith are also working on a film called "For Eternal
Love." It is a baseball interracial
love story. All of their movies are
trying to convey a positive message. The two said they are talking to MTV. They are hoping to
get their film picked-up by a distributor or to sell the story.
The soundtrack for the movie
was written by Demetrius Hall,
who plays Timothy. Carr plans to
graduate with a broadcasting
degree in May.
Smith plans to graduate in May
with a construction technology
degree. He is also a model with
Model International and has been
asked to go to Paris, France at the
end of September.
Smith is also a Sigma Pi and
Carr will be joining when fraternity rush is over. Both want to work
in the entertainment business.
The film will be shown in the
Powell Building Lounge on Friday
at 9 p.m.
Frontiervision will also air the
film on channel 40 on-campus,
and channel 9 if you live off-campus. Times will be posted around
campus.
Don Knight/Progress
For more information Carr and
Smith can be contacted at (606)
Eastern seniors Richard Carr left, and Ciano Smith right, produced "Genocide" in Lexington. The production
626-3314.
took about two months. Carr wrote the story, directed and produced. Smith also directed.
Swltty Is one local
band performing at ZFest. From left to
right, Chris Steinrock,
John Herzog, Jeff
Duncan and David
Ernst.

Zoom
into Z-Fest
Local and national bands to perform
1995, does not have a record deal
yet, the band has played several
Some insiders are calling Z - times for record executives and
Fest "98 the biggest concert event has gained a reputation on the
to ever hit Lexington. "It's huge," New York City club circuit
Duncan,
owner
of
said Jeff Duncan of Swifty, one of
three local bands on the bill for Recordsmith, doesn't expect Zthe alternative rock blow-out Fest to help secure a record deal
sponsored by radio station WXZZ but said he is certainly glad to be
103.3 FM. There has never been
a show of this magnitude in cen- a part of the festival. The local
tral
Kentucky
before." response has been amazing,"
Also scheduled to perform at replied Duncan when asked about
the festival are Supafuzz and appearing at the festival. "But the
Artgecko, two other bands with record people are in New York."
local
connections.
Z-Fest '98 will be held at the
Z • Fest will be a celebration of Red Mile in Lexington on Sunday,
sorts for the Lexington based
Supafuzz. The longtime favorites Aug. 30 beginning at noon.
of the defunct Phone 3 Lounge Admission is $20 in advance or
signed a recording contract with $30 at the gate. Candlebox and
New York City based Gotham Third Eye Blind are co-headlinRecords just six weeks ago. The ers.
contract calls for five.records with
The Red Mile is on Red Mile
the first scheduled for national Road in Lexington. The Eastern
release
on
Oct.6. Progress is giving away tickets to
t
Gotham is going to try to rush
the
fest
today
at
its
open
house.
.
some copies down to sell at ZFest," explained David Angstrom, Register between 3:30 and 5 p.m.
who formed Supafuzz after Black at the Progress in Donovan
Annex. Drawing will be held at
Cat Bone disbanned in late 1993.
Although Swifty, formed in 5p.m. must be present to win.
BY PAUL FLETCHEB

Arts writer

Third Eye Blind is coheadlining with
Candlebox at Z-Fest.

Let the real you
come out
Shed exira pounds tie sate way.

Wal-Mart
Photo Center
"Student Appreciation Days!"'
August 21 - September 6
• Complimentary second set with EKU ID
• Reprints - 22*
• Double punches on Wal-Mart 1 Hour Photo
Club card (every 5th roll freer)
• Complimentary gift bags!
While Supplies Last!
• Copies without negatives $5.46 a sheet
(everyday low price $6.46)
(NO COPYRIGHTED PICTURES)

• Register for a Pentax Camera and mm
developing for 1 year.

Other Prizes too Numerous to List
• Stop by Photo Center for Details!

enter
) ^ \:

EKU students only •
valid only with EKU ID.
Offers good between the hours of
8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mon. - Sat.
10 ajn. - 7 pjn. Sunday

i -

630 Big Hi Ave.». Suflo #3
Richmond, KY
(606) 623-4400

HHsl

Wesley Snipes stars as the
title character who is on ■
quest to kill the undead in the
new movie "Blade." Blade's
mother died giving birth to
him after being attacked by a
vampire.
The result is Blade Is born
half-human and half-vampire.
This gives him the strength
of a vampire but without most
of their weaknesses. Blade is
able to withstand sunlight but
must constantly fight a thirst
for blood. He is helped in his
war against "the dark ones"
by Whistler, played by Kris
Kristofferson, his aging mentor, and Dr. Karen Jansen,
played by N"Bushe Wright
Stephen Dorff stars as
Deacon Frost, a vampire lord
trying to reunite the vampire
clans and bring about "the
blood tide," a prophecy to
unleash an apocalypse upon
humans and allow the clans
to rule.
Blade is not your typical
vampire film because the vampires live like a normal family.
They own businesses and live
in normal homes. Most vampire movies portray vampires
as living in castles. But, that
said, when dealing with vampires, what is normal?
The movie is non-stop
action from start to finish
with an ending that leaves
room for a sequel. Wesley
Snipes has settled in as a new
action hero and his own
knowledge of martial arts
adds realism to many of the
fight scenes. The now standard computer effects are
good, but squirting blood
scenes are overdone and
almost look fake
With just enough plot to
keep the martial arts-fighting,
gun-blaring, car-chasing,
vampire-staking sequences
threaded together, this film
gives moviegoers something
to sink their teeth into.
Top 5 Local CD's of the
Week
1. Korn - Follow the Leader
2. Beastie Boys - Hello Nasty
3. Snoop Doggy Dog - Da
Game Is To Be ToM, Not To
BeSokL
4. Seven Mary Three Orange Avenue
5. Armageddon Soundtrack
Top 5 Local Paperback
Books of the Week
1. Divine Secrets of the YaYa Sisterhood by Rebecca
Wells
Fiction
2. Rising Tides by Nora
Roberts
Romance
3. Raven by V.C. Andrews
Fiction
4. Temple of the Winds by
Terry Goodkind
Science Fiction
5. Up Island by Anne
Siddons
• Fiction
Sower RfcontenU) and Urtte
Profcam-BookCcewr

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS
NEED EXTRA CASH??
Donate life saving plasma
and earn $100 in the next
two weeks. 1st donation
must be made by Sept. 1.
Call Sera-Tec for details.

624-9815
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This is not your FATHER'S fixer-upper
w/t/i fake wood paneling and an 8-track.
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WIN A NEW BEETLE
Come into participating Bank One banking centers right now
and register to win a

New Beetle*, the coolest car

of the year. We'll even throw in a free 15-minute
phone card when you open a Basic One® Checking

2

account Official rules available at participating Bank One
banking centers. Phone cards available while supplies last.
Trademarks used with permission of Volkswagen of America, Inc.
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Basie One.Checking for Students
featuring THE ONE* Card:
■

Getcash, Buviood. mmwmm
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teS^Sm Rush
Eastern's sororities turned out 'or Monday night's candlelight ceremony in the Ravine.

Fraternities prepare for rush as sororities end week
with bid day and candlelight ceremony Monday
BY STACI RBD

Activities editor

Sighs of relief and cries of joy echoed
through the halls of Brock Auditorium as
sorority rush came to a close with Bid Day
Monday. Now its the guys' turn, fraternity
rush begins Monday.
"[Sorority]Rush ran very smooth. We
placed everybody that stayed in," said Maria
Maile, Rush Chair.
Rush is a weeklong event that gives students a chance to meet with members from
each fraternity and sorority. Activities are
planned each day which give rushees information about each organization as outlined in
the Traditions Fraternity and Sorority Rush
1998" guide available through the Office of
Student Development
So why rush? "It's a great way to get oriented with campus," said Corey Hat field, president of Kappa Alpha. "It's also a good way to
get into other organizations." Hatfield added
that had it not been for his brothers, he would
not have been able to be as involved in various
activities on campus. Maile agrees,"I didn't
know a soul here, it [rushing] was the easiest
and fastest way to meet people."

Sorority rushees are assigned a rush
counselor, called Rho Chis, who assists
rushees with any questions they may have
during the week about University and
Panhellenic procedures, sorority life and
rush questions in general. Last week, 180
women rushed. This number is down from
last year, according to Maile.
The Interfraternity Council is the governing body of all the fraternities. IFC is responsible for organizing all rush week activities.
During rush week rushees leam information about each fraternity and sorority. Each
has its own nickname, flower, and colors.
Each also sponsors national and local charities
such as Cystic Fibrosis, the Ronald McDonald
House and the Children's Heart Foundation.
While rushees weigh the pros and cons of
each sorority or fraternity, members also
have considerations for the rushees. "We
look at activities, scholarship, and group
adaptability," said Kellie Tingle, a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi, "We also look for leadership." Bid Day is the last day of rush when
Photos by Brenda Aheam
bids — offers to join a specific sorority or fraternity — are extended to rushees. Rushees Rho Chls were finally allowed to rejoin their sororities at Monday night's Panhellenic candlelight
then accept or decline the bid and begin ceremony. As the Rho Chis announced which sorority they belonged to after a week of secrecy
pledge procedures.
they were mobbed on stage by other members of their sorority.
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Colonel roast/pep rally kicks off fall sports season
BY STACI RBD

Activities editor

It's a college student's dream — free food
and prizes.
Free food samples, contests, music by WX1I,
and door prizes are just a few of the things
planned for the first campus-wide event of the
year.
The Colonel Roast/Pep Rally will be held
Wednesday, Sept 2, in the Fountain Plaza, according to Art Harvey, director of career services.
The event will kick off the fall sports season
with a noon pep rally featuring Coach Kidd,
Coach Kidman, Coach Duncan and with team
members speaking.
Individuals and teams are invited to enter
the "Nerf Football Toss" Contest.
Tosses may be completed at any time

between 10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. The first
place team wins a pizza party with President
Robert Kustra and the individual winner
receives a prize from the University Bookstore.
Groups, departments, and divisions are welcome to enter a banner in the Spirit Banner
Contest and are encouraged to reserve a free
promotional booth.
Banners should seek to inspire an Eastern
victory over Kentucky State in next
Saturday's game. Jars will be placed by each
banner to collect donations for United Way.
The banner which collects the most money will
win a bowling party.
Door prizes can, of course, be won simply
by attending the event
Door prizes will include a resume expert
and back packs. The grand door prize is free
meals for a week.
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Everyone is welcome to attend the dedication of
the expanded St. Mark Catholic Church. The dedication will begin at 2 p.m., Aug. 30, at the Family
Life Center where the congregation has been
meeting while the church was under construction.
There will then be a procession to the new
building.
"All priests and deacons in the diocese are invited," said Kathy Schmitt, the Newman Center campus minister, "Former pastors of St Mark will be
there and recognized."
Everyone will be blessed with holy water from
the baptismal font
Also at the dedication will be the induction of
the new priest. Father Pat Stewart Stewart was the
pastor at St Mildred in Somerset A reception will
follow the services.
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Kustras: Moving out, moving in
From the front

Don Kntght/Propsu
Bob and Kathy Kustra relax in the study at the 112-year-old Blanton
House on Lancaster Avenue. The print of Daniel Boone hanging on the
wall is part of the Kustras' effort to showcase local history.

So, then, does Kathy get stuck with the job
of cleaning the catch?
"Oh, no, no," she said, then added, "but neither does he He catches and releases."
Bob's not too fond of cleaning fish either,
although he can be tempted to clean a walleye.
"When I was growing up, my dad and I
caught a lot of fish and ate what we caught,"
he said. "Back then, though, I not only had to
clean what I caught, I had to clean what my
dad caught"
(Cathy's hobbies?
"I do love to cook." she said. "I dont know
if that qualifies as a hobby." Regardless, she
hasn't had time to indulge since moving here.
"Kathy is an excellent cook and lores to
spend time in the kitchen," Bob said. "I dont,
and just benefit from all her hard work."
Any other hobbies?
"While I'm here, I think I might take up
golf," she added.
Bob expressed skepticism.
"What he's trying to say is athletics has not
been my life," she said.
"Unless as a spectator," Bob added.
Kathy blames her lack of time for hobbies
on her own working career. Until moving to
Richmond, she spent 10 years in the healthcare field, most recently consulting with hospitals and nursing homes and helping them
improve their Medicaid reimbursements.
Already, she seems anxious to return to
working outside the home.
There's really no time for it right now, but
I would love to find something part-time.
Would that be OK?" she asked Bob.
"I think that would be fine, Kath," he said.
"Whatever you want to do."
Kathy most admires Cokie Roberts of ABC
News and NPR radio.
"She seems to have combined the sometimes competing aspects of professional life,
family life, assertiveness, being a woman, having a good sense of humor in a way I think is
almost unique," she said.

Get a 'Clue'
Kathy hasn't been idle since coming to
Eastern, though. In addition to taking on the
football entertaining schedule this fall, she's

also in charge of planning her husband's offi- first Board of Regents and for whom Sullivan
cial installation OcL 2.
Hall is named.
Another time-consuming project has been
And Kathy is not one to overlook the contrimoving out and moving in. The Kustras vacat- butions of local women. In the parlor, directly
ed three properties — their house in Chicago, to the left of the front entrance, is a portrait of
an apartment in Springfield, a cabin in Belle Bennett, a Madison County suffragette
Wisconsin — to move into Blanton House, also known for starting a Nashville, Tenn.,
Eastern's official presidential residence.
medical college for blacks.
"At first, it felt like we were living in a
Kathy's still looking for the right piece to
museum house, but now it feels like home."
hang over the living room mantel.
The brick Italianate mansion on the corner
"There is a lot of history in the town, on
of Lancaster Avenue and Crabbe Street was campus, and in the home and we thought that
built in 1886 as a private residence for Blanton House should be an opportunity for
Chancellor Lindsay Hughes Blanton of people to learn more about that," Bob said.
Central University, Eastern's forerunner. "Things that will allow people to connect with
Since 1912, it has served as the official resi- their past"
dence of eight Eastern presidents and their
But not every piece of art they have on disfamilies.
play is historic.
Kathy often takes visitors on a tour of the
"You hare got to see this," Kathy said, then
first floor, with its pastetcolored walla, 12-foot went into the kitchen. She came back carrying
ceilings and elaborate woodwork.
a laminated card shaped like a yellow duck.
The house, with its parlor, living room, dinKindergarten students at Model Lab made
ing room, study and kitchen, reminds her of a special greeting for the Kustras, which now
the boardgame Clue.
hangs on their refrigerator.
"The only thing
missing is the Billiard
MM
Room," she joked.
"There's no ques« What he's trying to
The Kustras are
tion
we're
much
putting their own
impressed with how
say
Is
athletics
has
touches on the resiwarm everybody's been,"
dence, working closely
not been my life.
Bob said, two years after
with Charles Hay,
Kathy Kustra, fate set him and Kathy on
Eastern's historian and
the road to Richmond.
president's wife
archivist
"No matter where
Kathy said the idea
we go in the evenings or
was formed when Hay
where we go shopping, if
gave the Kustras an
somebody sees us, they
antique
map
of
want to come by and say
Madison County. The map no hangs on a hello," Bob said.
wall in the study.
"I guess we didn't expect otherwise," he
She pointed to another recent addition said, "but you just dont think about how thaf s
hanging behind her, a print of Daniel Boone. all going to play out"
Hay told her Boone didn't really look anything
Kathy recalled their 1996 road trip as she
like the figure in the print
and Bob sat in the football standsat a Berea
"If s the Fess Parker version," she said, high school this summer watching fireworks
referring to the star of the 1960s TV show on the Fourth of July.
"Daniel Boone"
She turned to Bob and asked: "If 1 had told
She laughed. "I said, Then why did you
you
two years ago that we'd be living here
send it to us? You're the archivist!'"
Among other portraits Kathy has chosen to now, you wouldn't hare believed it" she said.
Two years ago, defeat had brought them
display in the 112-year-old mansion is one of
Madison County. Living here today,
Judge Jere Sullivan, who served on Eastern's through
they consider themselves the winners.
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Shane Walters, editor

VIVA LAS DENTON
UNLV quarterback transfer brings air-assault to
Eastern Kentucky's traditional running program

DRILL

BY DAMEI PREKQPA

► Progress MVP

Sports writer

Eastern
senior men's
golfer Kris O'
Donnell was
selected as a
1998 Top
Flite/Etonic
AUAirierica
Scholar by the
Golf Coaches
Association of
America
0' Donnell was chosen earlier
this summer as a second-team
GTE District IV Academic ADAmerican for coach Pat Stephens'
Eastern golf team.
He is one of 126 student-athletes
chosen this year in all three
NCAA divisions, including 33
players who participated in the "98
NCAA Tournaments in each division.

► Sports briefs
Ward and coaching
staff Ink six players
for 1999 spring season
Eastern baseball coach Jim
Ward announced six new editions to the 1999 Colonel roster,
which include: Kenton Schulze,
Michael Martini, Josh Thomas,
Jason Yount, Jeff Sharp and
Scott Santa.
Schulze, who played as catcher for Northmont High School
in Dayton, Ohio was an all-conference player his junior and
senior seasons at Northmont.
He batted .429 his senior year
with three home runs and 26
runs batted in for NHS.
Martini, a left-handed pitcher
from Harrisburg, Fa. played this
past season for Essex Junior
College of Baltimore, Md. He
compiled a 1998 record of 5-3
with 61 strikeouts in 60 2/3
innings.
Thomas, who at various times
in his high school career played
third base, catcher and pitcher
for Beavercreek (Ohio) High
School, was an All-Western
Ohio League choice at third
base as he hit .398 with two
home runs, 16 runs batted in
and 16 stolen bases in 1998. As a
pitcher, he compiled a 4-2
record with a 2.44 earned run
average and recorded 33 strikeouts in 33 and one-third innings
of work for BHS.
Yount, a three-time All-County
baseball and football player at
Harlan, hit .396 this past season
with 34 stolen bases, 32 runs
scored and an on-base percentage of .504.
Sharp, a right-handed pitcher
for American River (Calif.)
College was 1-1 this past season
for American river. He struck
our 26 batters in 28.2 innings of
work and compiled a 2.50
earned run average with three
saves.
Santa, a right-handed pitcher
from Newark (Ohio) High
School was chosen as his high
school team's Pitcher of the
Year, while being selected to
the honorable mention AllCentral District team and to the
honorable mention All-OAC
squad.

► Schedule
Football
■ vs. Kentucky State. 7 pm.
Sept 5. Roy Kidd Stadium
■vs. University of Kentucky. 1:30
pm. Sept 12, Commonwealth
Stadium, Lexington

Volleyball
■ vs. EvansviDe, 7 p.m., Sept 1.
Alumni Coliseum
■ vs. Towson, 5 p.m.. Sept 4,
Morgantown, W. Va

Crosscountry
■ vs. Unrveraity of Kentucky.
Sept 5, Lexington
■ Ohio State University
Invitational (tentative). Sept
11, Columbus, Ohio

Don Knight/Progress
Jon Denton threw for 6,177 yards and 43 touchdowns in his first two years at
Nevada-Las Vegas. The 6-foot-3. 210 pound junior from Henderson, Nov., completed 199 of 374 passes for 2,586 yards and 18 touchdowns as a sophomore.

dition, the quiet surroundings, and possibility of the chance to start against the
Las Vegas, Nev.and Richmond. Few University of Kentucky's Tim Couch when
cities can be more vastly different than Eastern plays at Kentucky on Sept. 12.
NFL draft analyst Mel Kiper Jr. ranked
these.
Las Vegas is a city of full of diversions Denton as the third-best junior quarterback'
and that's not necessarily helpful when it's in the nation under Couch and
Washington's Brock Huard. Denton admits
time to hit the books.
Jon Denton, Eastern's new transfer quar- that the possible match-up was a factor in
terback, who previously played for the his decision.
"It's intriguing." Denton stated, "It's a
University of Nevada at Las Vegas, said
there are problems finding an education in chance to see where I'm at. He's a good
quarterback. It will be a good challenge to
Las Vegas.
"It's a lot easier to get in trouble over see what I can do."
Before Denton can land that starting job
there."
Denton was recruited by Eastern in July against UK, he will have to overthrow the
after being dismissed by UNLV for violating incumbent, Waylon Chapman. Chapman
team rules by skipping classes and was the number 2 quarterback behind
Simon Fuentes last
weightlifting workouts.
year.
As the starting quarterIn his playing time
back for UNLV, Denton set *41 just didn't feel
last year, the 6-foot-210 NCAA records as a fresh228
man and threw for 6,177
welcomed over and-a-half-inch,
pound sophomore from
yards and 43 touchdowns in
Jackson was 29 of 56 for
there. I had a
his two seasons. The TD
yards, 2 touchpasses broke the freshman
fallout with the 389
downs and 3 interceprecord set by Danny Wuerffel
He posted a 111.2
of the Florida Gators in 1993.
offensive coor- tions.
quarterback rating.
Denton won Freshman of the
Chapman denies
Year honors in the Western
dinator.
Athletic Conference in 1996.
Jon Denton, that Jon Denton's presence has put extra presYet despite his honors and
sure on him to keep his
achievements, the 6-foot-3spot.
inch, 210 pound junior quar:
"I'd just like to
terback from Henderson,
work as hard as I can," Chapman said.
Nevada was not happy with UNLV.
Eastern Coach Roy Kidd said that panic
"I came from a school that passed 40 to
50 times a game because we had no run- can easily set in with a quarterback controning game," commented Denton on his rea- versy.
"I called him (Chapman) up and told him
sonings for leaving his former team.
"I just didn't feel welcomed over there. I not to worry about what he is reading in the
had a fallout with the offensive coordinator." papers. He (Chapman) is the starter comDenton said of his pick of Eastern, "It's a ing in," Kidd said.
Of the possibility of Denton getting the
second opportunity. I'm looking forward to
winning ballgames."
starting position, Kidd stated, "We'll just
They run a lot less shotgun than what have to wait and see. He (Denton) has a
I'm used to, but I've never played for a team good strong arm, and a quick release. He
sets up good, and has a good five-step drop.
that has a good running game."
Many factors weighed in the choice of He has great enthusiasm and leadership."
Eastern for Denton. Eastern's winning tra- See Denton/C5

Colonels predicted to make ar
run at 19th OVC championship
BY SHAK WAITERS

Sports editor
Eighteen conference titles.
Seventeen appearances in the
1-AA playoffs.
A pre-season ranking of ninth
in the nation by The Sports
Network.
A coach who is third among
Division 1 and 1-AA coaches with
280 victories.
Would this, or better yet,
should this be the criteria for a
championship team for the 199899 season? If you're an avid
Colonel football fan the answer is
simply, yes.
As he begins his 35th year as
head football coach, Roy Kidd
will return 14 starters among the
31 lettermen coming back for the
1998 season.
Kidd's offense will return nine
starters headed by four returning
first-team All-OVC performers
from 1997.
Eastern led the league in
offense, rushing offense and
scoring offense. Senior wide
receiver Rondell Menendez,
junior tailback Derick Logan,
senior guard/tackle Tyrone
Hopson and junior guard Josh
Hunter will be the veteran backbone to the Colonels offensive
tactics.
Sophomore tailback Corey

Crume will
tackle Jason
toggle back
Muchow will
and
forth
lead
the
with Logan.
C o 1 o n e
Crume led
defense.
the Colonels
"I think
in rushing
defense is
yards per
were you win
game with
champi82.1.
onships,"
"There's
said
Kidd
been
some
Corey Crume
Derick Logan
during
the
talk about led the Colonels
led the Colonels
Colonels'
putting
those
in rushing yards
in rushing last
Media Day
two in the per game with
season with 849
on
12.
same back- 82.1 and a team- "I'mAug
yards in 175 cara little
fiel/1
and best 13 TD'a.
concerned
ries.
playing
with
our
Corey at fulldefense
back," Kidd said. "I don't think because of the inexperience."
we'll be doing that too much in
Although, in a recent interview
the early part of our schedule with Sports Information, Kidd's
because of the hot weather and concern with his defensive playstamina factor."
changed after a scrimmage
At quarterback, UNLV trans- ers
last
Saturday at the Presnell
fer Jon Denton has been battling Building
practice field.
for the starting position with
"They played with a lot more
sophomore Waylon Chapman.
enthusiasm and intensity than
"There's no doubt in my mind our offense," said Kidd. "We
that Jon is our No.l quarterback were very aggressive, ran to the
with what he has shown thus ball good and basically dominatfar," Kidd said.
ed the line of scrimmage."
On the defensive end, secondEastern has six home games
team all OVC choice, senior tack- this season, starting with the
le Justin Ernest and honorable SepL 5 contest against Kentucky
mention all-conference junior State at Roy Kidd Stadium.

Don Knight/Progress
Freshman Nick Towns pulls in a pass during one of Eastern's pre-season practices.

Hoop-la engulfs UK contest but OVC games will decide Colonels fate
endzone. They did it - Eastern
Image...
upset the Kentucky Wildcats.
With only
Since it was announced last
ten secspring, every breath from everyonds remainone's mouth has been molded
ing in regulaaround Hal Mumme's Wildcats
tion,
and Kidd's Colonels. As marEastern's
head football
velous as the sight of fallen
Wildcats would be for die-hard
coach Roy
Kidd calls a
maroon and black fans, does it
time-out. As
really matter whether Eastern
the Colonels
SHANE WALTERS
defeats Kentucky or visa versa?
XM a 0-a
huddle
Let's take a really deep breathe...
around their mmmmmmmmm OK - ready? There are other conprestigious
tests to be concerned about
coach, thousands of echoing voicYes, believe it or not there are
es swarm the stadium - mascots
other games outside of EKU vs.
of maroon and black and blue
UK - games that will decide
and white streak across the side- Eastern's fate in the Ohio Valley
lines. With possession of the ball. Conference. If Kentucky defeats
Eastern stampedes back onto the the Colonels at Commonwealth
field. In a blink of an eye, a target- Stadium on Sept 12, the loss will
ed pass is projected into the chest not effect Eastern's chances in
of an open Eastern receiver in the !he 1-AA playoffs.

In a pre-season poll of the
OVC sports information directors
and head football coaches, the
Colonels were picked to win the
OVC title once again. In an
almost unanimous decision, the
Colonels received 13 of the 16
first place votes. In a pre-season
poll by The Sports Network, the
Colonels were chosen ninth in
the nation.
Eastern finished the 1997 season with a perfect 7-0 OVC
record, which earned. Eastern its
18th OVC title and a spot in the
NCAA Division 1-AA football
playoffs for a record 17th time.
In this columnist's eyes, everyone should be concerned with a
team from Bowling Green.
The Colonels will face Coach
Jack Harbaugh's Western
Kentucky Hilltoppers at Smith
Stadium on Sept 19. Although
the Hilltoppers are part of the

Sun Belt Conference, a loss in
regular season play may not
diminish the Colonels standing in
the OVC, but a loss in the playoffs against Western would end
the teams season. Western
defeated Eastern twice during the
1997-98 season - a 37-21 loss on
September, 13 and a devastating
42-14 loss in the opening round of
the Division 1-AA playoffs.
Western leads the series 41-31-3.
During Eastern's Media Day
on Aug. 12, Coach Kidd summed
up his concern with the hoopla
around Kentucky and Eastern.
"Everybody wants tickets for
UK," said Kidd. The important
thing to us is to get off to a good
start We have a tough schedule.
My mind is focused on Kentucky
State - my mind will be focused on UK at 8 p.m. on Sept 8."
(Although everyone's concern
should be on the other ten games

Eastern has on its schedule, for
those interested, one thousand
tickets will be sold to Eastern students at 8 p.m. Sept. 8 at Alumni
Coliseum for the Kentucky and
Eastern contest in Lexington)
Although there are other contests the fans and media should
be concerned about we all are
guilty of putting so much emphasis on just one game. The overall
picture is being forgotten, even
though, I'm sure every newspaper within a fifty mile radius of
Commonwealth Stadium will
have a special section on the
Eastern and Kentucky match-up.
So, let's take one last deep
breathe... (Even us hypocrites
have to dream.) Yes. the Eastern
Progress will have a special section devoted to the contest - especially if our beloved Colonels
demolish the blue and white of
Kentucky.

Ill
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Duncan tries to
rebuild dynasty
BY DAWB. REMHART

Assistant sports editor

Oh how quickly a program's
atmosphere can change. Last year
walking into the volleyball office
was comparable to going out with
the pallbearers in the wake of a
funeral. But in 1998, first year
coach Lori Duncan's optimism
makes the place feel more like a
wedding reception.
Duncan's confidence is only
surpassed by her enthusiasm She
takes over the program as
Eastern's second head coach in
it's 31 year volleyball history.
Coach Geri Polvino retired last
year after leading her team to a 329, 3-15 last place finish in the
Ohio Valley Conference. It was
the worst record in Eastern's volleyball history.
This is the beginning of
putting together a team that is not
just physically sound, but emotionally sound," Duncan said. "We
certainly have the opportunity to
take a big step.'*
The coaching staff will have an
up hillbattle after the face-lift that
Duncan gave the team. She is
only bringing back four players
from last years squad and Eastern
lost three players to graduation.
But she brought five players from
Pennsylvania — where she had
coached since 1988 — and
recruited two from Illinois.
That leaves the program with
two new coaches, Duncan and
assistant coach Annemarie

HMd volleyball coach Lori
Duncan, Mt, takes a glimpse
toward the camera during a practice in Alumni Coliseum. Duncan,
below, volleys the ball over the net
to one of her players. Duncan is
Eastern's second volleyball coach
in the team's 31 year history of
existence.

Mernagh, one senior, no juniors
and a lot of rebuilding to do.
Duncan decided not to bring
back two upperclassmen — a
senior and junior. Both players
were middle blockers and major
contributors to last year's team.
She cited work ethic and attitude
as the reason for not bringing
back many of last year's players.
This leaves a huge hole in the
middle. Eastern will try to fill the
void with returning sophomore
Kristen Campbell and freshman
Courtney Huyser from Illinois.
Duncan will also use a slew of
other players who will periodically
play out of their normal positions
to reinforce the middle.
Duncan said her team doesn't
have the talent of other OVC
schools but she is optimistic in
what she calls a rebuilding year.
"Our work ethic and our attitude is our number one strength,"
said the former Eastern volleyball
star Duncan.
Inexperience and height are
weaknesses but the Colonels have
talent to work with. All five players from Pennsylvania — comprised of three sophomore transfers and two freshmen — played
for Duncan when she coached
Junior Olympic teams in
Pittsburgh.
The youthful roster includes
seven freshman and six sophomores. Eastern will open the season Sept. 1, against Evansville at
Alumni Coliseum

Eastern
Kentucky
University
1998
Volleyball

Schedule

by Don Knight/Progress

Sept. 1 Evansville
Sept 4 Townson
Sept 5 James Madison j
Sept 8 Western Kentucky
Sept 12 Eastern Illinois
Sept 13 SEMO
Sept. 18 Austin Peay
Sept 19 Tennessee State
Sept 25 Term. Martin
Sept 26 Murray
Sept. 29 Tennessee
Oct. 2 Southeast Missouri
Oct. 3 Eastern Illinois
Oct. 6 Morehead State
Oct. 9 Middle Tennessee
Oct 10 Tennessee Tech
Oct. 13 Cincinnati
Oct. 23 Murray State
Oct. 24 Tennessee-Martin
Oct. 27 Morehead State
Oct 30 Tennessee State
Oct 31 Austin Peay
Nov. 8 Louisville
Nov. 13 Tennessee Tech ,
Nov. 14 Middle Tennessee
Nov. 20-21 OVC Tournament
Dec. 3-6 NCAA
Dec. 10-13 NCAARegionals
Dec. 17-19 Championship
Home Matches In Bold

► Awards

Trainer receives Sports Medicine's Distinguished Service Award
PROOUCSS

STAFF HEPOm

Orthopedic Society for Sports engraved certificate and a donaMaking the presentation of
Longtime Eastern athletics Medicine's Distinguished Service tion in his name to the NATA this award to Barton at the NATA
Endowment Fund.
annual meeting were Dr. John
trainer, Bobby Barton, was Award for Athletic Training.
This award is given annually
"I am extremely honored to be Albright, Orthopedic Physician at
recently honored at the National
was established in 1982 to the recipient of this award," said the University of Iowa, and Kent
Athletic Trainers Association and
honor an athletic trainer for dis- Barton. "I have enjoyed my many Falb, Head Trainer for the Detroit
annual meeting in Baltimore, MD. tinguished service to the NATA
Barton, who has been the head and to the athletic training profes- years of being a member of NATA Lions of the National Football
and representing our University League.
athletics trainer at Eastern since sion.
on a local, regional and national
Barton served two two-year
1976, was recognised as the 1998
The award consisted of a pre- basis. This is an award that I'll terms as President of the 8,000recipient of the American sentation to Barton of an always cherish."
member NATA in the early 1980*s

and was named National Trainer
of the Year in 1983-84 by NATA
Barton received his B.A.
degree from the University of
Kentucky in 1968 and his M.S.
degree from Marshall University
in 1970.
He earned his doctor of arts
degree in adapted physical education at Middle Tennessee State
University in 1975 and has also

completed the requirements for
his certificate in corrective therapy from Texas A&M University.
Before coming to Eastern in
1976, he served stints in athletic
training positions at Marshall
University, the University of
Florida, Florida International
University and the University of
Kentucky.

Miss that good home cookin?
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The Ultimate Tanning Experience
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st

Birthday <>

Celebration!
FREE Tanning All Day!!!

One-

Get a Large 1-Tbpplng
Just like Mom's for only

99

$19.95
One Day Only

September 2
201 Water Street

(across from Subway)

S

626-8937

Free drink with
purchase of buffet

Campus Delivery Only
Just off the Bypass
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Jonl and Pat Stephana ara the
men and women's golf coaches at
Eastern. Joni has recently been
involved in merchandising for
Richmond's Gibson Bay Go*
Course and Eastern's Arlington
Golf Course pro shops. Pat is currently club professional at
Arlington.The couple have three
children: Daniel, Ben and Joseph.

► Awards

Student athletes earn
OVC's most prestigious
academic achievement

Don KnigW/Progress

PROGRESS STAFF REPORT

Love and marriage in a golf carriage
Joni Stephens named new women's golf coach
leading squad coach and the
dance team coach at Transylvania
University through 1991-94.
Taking on this new position is
an exciting prospect for me and I
am looking forward to continuing
the proud tradition Coach Martin
has established in women's golf at
EKU," Joni said. This is a job rve
dreamed about having one day. I
don't know a lot about the teams'
games and playing levels, but I
think we're going to have a very
successful season."
While Joni is still enjoying her
moment in the spotlight, husband
Pat has held the position aa
Eastern's men's golf coach since
last season.
Pat assumed coaching duties
after Lew Smither stepped down
as head coach. He spent four
years as the head professional at
Gibson Bay Golf Course and is

BY SHAKE WAITERS

Sports editor

Husbands and wives share
many interests and hobbies to
occupy their time — whether if a
a spectacular night at an opera, or
an evening watching Seinfeld reruns on television. Although
Seinfeld re-runs are tempting, for
Joni and Pat Stephens the golf
course is the thing they share that
has brought them closer together.
Eastern Director of Athletics
Dr. Robert Baugh announced Joni
Stephens as the women's golf
coach, replacing Sandy Martin
who retired from the coaching
profession at the doae of the 1998
spring season.
Joni held an assistant professor
of physical education at Eastern
through 1994-96. She assumed
the coaching reins as women's
softball coach, the coed cheer-

currently club professional at
Eastern's Arlington Golf Course.
Joni is a 1979 graduate of
Madison Central High School in
Richmond where she played three
years of golf for the Indiana. Her
senior year, she helped lead
Madison Central to a sixth-place
team finish in the state tournament. In individual competition
that season, she won the MidState Conference title and placed
third in the regional tournament.
In another bizarre twist of fate,
Pat also played for Madison
Central, along with the University
of Kentucky and Eastern. Pat sat
out a year after transferring to
Eastern, but finished second in
the Ohio Valley Conference the
following year - both seasons the
Colonels took the OVC
Championship.
"Coaching is something I have

It
The Fountain Food Court offers a variety of ftxxl
Shoppcs for different cravings

is*
PASTA PWC€

Qj^M

(hir Guest Avenge last year
was $3.49.
Tail year it will he $2 73

always wanted to do," said
Stephens to Sports Information
last season. "I am just glad to
have this opportunity to get back
to the college game."
With such a divine golfenriched couple controlling the
golfing experience at Eastern,
Seinfeld re-runs may have to find
another husband and wife combo
to entertain.
Any Eastern female student
with prior golfing experience or
interest in possibly joining the
1998-99 women's golf squad can
tryout at Arlington Golf Course
today at 2:30 P.M.

(^LJEASTEK

Come by the Club Eastern office in the basement of the Powell Bldg. Room 16 and get a
Discover on Campus Dining Guide and find out
for yourself.

PIZZA;.
THIS COUPON IJOOO PC*
<*w toft. Ont ■<ftr<n« Plrra

Club Eastern members have 3 great cafeterias to
choose from, which include:
Powell Top Floor, Quackers on the Pond
(Stratum), and Martin Dining Hall

»*»» •
.»0 41 Iii|cr Ihln ulhci*
Colonel card n.<-|i< ill

Call 1301
i<> order your PI/./A

The place where
recreation is defined by the
individual who
participates

Top Floor

\ FREE Refills on Coke

wg

yy
University finished second in
the Banner competition, while
Morehead State University
placed third.
"The OVC
Academic
Achievement Banner is truly a
team award that demonstrates
dedication of an institution's
entire student-athlete population
to the importance of academics,"
OVC Commissioner Dan Beebe
said. "Eastern Kentucky
University deserves to be proud
of this significant accomplishment by their student-athletes,
and credits should go to the
administration, coaches and academic support staff for their
efforts. In addition, several of
our other schools had good performances by their student-athlete population as compared to
the general student body."
Eastern has won the OVC
Academic Achievement Banner
six times; the most of any conference member. Eastern had
previously won the award In
1988-89. 1989-90, 1990-91, 1991
92 and 1994-95. Morehead State
is a four-time winner of the
Banner,
while
Middle
Tennessee and TennesseeMartin have each won it once
"Winning this award underlines the emphasis that Eastern
has put on academics in conjunction with athletics," said
John Hopkins, athletics academic counselor.
This award is our studentathletes' award. They do all the
hard work Our coaches also do
a good job making sure that our
student-athletes make a priority
of academics."

j*n^
<?•
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The home port of Club
Eastern
Lunch is made exciting with
Diver s Deli. Flamingo Favorites
Roverburg. and
1 Can"/ Relieve ll s Not Yogurt

EASTER^

frCWIM, CM1 .'

a
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What a way to buy your meals! To open an

I

Robert Baugh,
athletics director

Eastern Catering it back on the field with the
Colonels.'
Just a mouthwatering sample:
Chicken drummettes, cheese trays, ham &
biscuits and deli trays
will be a kickoff to your tailgaiting needs.
Pickup or delivery is available, just contact the
Catering office
and let us cater to all your needs at 622-2512.

y

Full Meal Deals
Under $4.00

This coupon is good for one half hour of free
pool or one game of bowling
One coupon per person per visit with valid
EKU ID
Begins Aug. 27th and expires Sept. 9th

our proudest
accomplishments.

fcateringj

Our meal plans will give you a big meal for a
small price - as low as $3.37.

THS
COLONEL'S

••This is one of

QDOfctrll)

The Largest Club on Campus offers 6 membership levels to meet your needs.

fai OONKIN* fS>
WDOf-

as 33%

Joni Stephens,
women's golf coach
»

1998 AWARD WINNER!
One of the 3 best meal plans in the U.S.

Pizza

Overall. Prices have been
lowered. Some as much

dreamed about
having one day.

i§

That
Colonel

BYOP

••This Is a Job I

Eastern has one of the Ohio
Valley Conference's most prestigious honors, the 1997-98 OVC
Academic Achievement Banner.
The
OVC
Academic
Achievement Banner is given
annually to the school whose
athletes have the highest combined grade point average out of
the OVC conference schools.
Eastern's student-athletes
had a combined grade point
average of 2.798, which waa the
entire student body. Eastern
had nine student-athletes with
perfect 4.0 averages during the
1997 academic year.
The list included Jeff
Wellman, Owensboro, baseball;
Rob Hartman, Walton, men's
track and cross country; Sarah
Blossom, Indianapolis, Ind.,
women's track and cross country;
Lonnie Douglas,
Elizabethtown, football; John
Wright, Lyndon, football;
Heather Faesy, Frankfort,
women's golf;
Michelle
Williams, Louisville, softball;
Sara Haney, Portsmouth, Ohio,
women's tennis; and Crystal
Sammons, Louisa, women's tennis.
This is one of our proudest
accomplishments," said Dr.
Robert Baugh, Eastern athletics
director. "Our coaches and staff
put a strong emphasis on academics, because, after, all our student-athletics are here to get a
quality education."
This makes up for our disappointment this summer when
we finished just one point away
from winning the OVC Women's
All-Sports Trophy for the second
straight year and four points
away from winning the OVC
Men's All-Sports Trophy. We
are very proud of our overall
athletics program here at
Eastern and you can tell by looking at these three awards that
our student-athletes and coaches are doing a great job of living
up to our goals and expectations."
Middle Tennessee State

account, simply deposit as little as $50.00.
It's easy as 1-2-3.

Here's how it works!

15

Offers the

Most Variety
Best Quality
for your Dollar
Discover Bar lioppin'
every weeknight!
The list is almost endless!

Call 622-2187 to order your
GRAB TV GO
The special COMBO includes
Deli sandwich. Fountain drink
Chips and Potato Salad
All at an even $4.00

Pasta bar
Oriental bar
Wing bar
Country Cookin' hsr
Breakfast bar
Burger bar

1. Open a Debit Account
bottom floor of Powell
room 16.
2. Select your great-tasting
food.
3. Hand your Colonel Card to
'the cashier fir jour purchase

Mexican bar
CT Dog bar
Potato bar
Pizza bar
Dell bar
Seafood bar
Rov

Visit our web site at www eku edu. food
or Vax BRGl'EST for questions comments

at
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LEXINGTON. KY SUN. AU6.30

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS:
BETTER THAN EZRA • ATHENAEUM • FAR TOO I0NES • EVERYTHING
TRIPPING DAISY • STRETCH PRINCESS ■ SURAFUZZ ♦ ARTGEtKO • SWIFTY
Listen to Z-103 for more band announcements & Z-FEST updates
or hit the WEBSITE: www.z103.com
RED MILE GATES OPEN AT 11:00 A.M. TICKETS: #0 • III ADVANCE $30 ■ DAY OF THE SNOW

Tickets at all TICKET MASTER OUTLETS • Or charge l» phone: 211-6(44

The Concert Event of 1998
I.

>
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Perry hires a new
assistant coach; $ves
team an overall face-lift
Rwtwrr
Assistant sports oditor

OCEANFRONT TAN-IN
Largest Tanning Salon
in Town!
12 - 30 min. Wolff Beds
and
1 Hex stand-up unit

BY DAUB.

If change
is in the wind,
then men's
basketball
coach Scott
Perry should
be coaching a
team somewhere
in
Chicago.
Perry
brought in six
new players in TomSoudsr
his
first comes to
recruiting Eastern after
class. Only six assistant coachplayers will be ing jobs at
coming back Hartford and
for Eastern Ohio State.
from
last
years 10-17
squad.
Even the coaching staff
changed.
Assistant coach Kurtis
Townsend left the program this
summer for an assistant coaching
job at Michigan. Perry filled the
position, hiring Tom Souder who

had been an assistant coach at Seniors Marty Thomas and Shane
Hartford for the last six years.
Carnes, also won't be returning.
"Winning is a state of mind, Perry said many of the players
you never get used to losing," transferred because they didn't
Souder said.
think they would get adequate
. The 41-year-old coach was also playing time and because of acadan assistant at Ohio State from emic problems.
1988-1992.
Perry said Souder is a great
Perry, in his second season, addition to the staff and will bring
and Souder are trying to post more experience to the program
"Tom is well-respected and
Eastern's first winning season
since 1992-93 (Mike Calhoun's well-connected in basketball circles around the country," Perry
first year) when it went 15-12.
Souder has gotten used to win- said. Tm very pleased that somening in the last couple of years. one with the wealth of experience
Tom brings with him has
He helped Hartford put together that
decided
to join us."
its two best seasons back to back
One of the new players who
going a total of 32-21
could make the biggest impact is
But the new coaching staff will junior college-transfer Darick
have to help a young team gel Mattox. The 6-foot-8-inch, 195
quickly. Eastern has five true pound forward averaged 20.2
freshmen (and a junior transfer) points and 103 rebounds for UAH
who will be vying for positions at Walker, Ala.
and playing time.
Perry still has until Nov. 7 to
Last year's team was sixth in get the Colonels ready for their
the conference. One of the key first exhibition game.
losses from that team was leading
Eastern win have a tough openscorer Mark Williams.
ing game when they travel into
Two other players who saw Lexington to face the defending
lots of playing time last year. champion Kentucky Wildcats.

NEW LAMPS!

Bring this ad in and get $5
off our 10,15, or 20 visit
packages!
L'yr) ft '11 QQ

519 Leighway Drive

From C1

Denton is not the first quarter
back to drop from I-A to I-AA at
Eastern. Sometimes, things
haven't worked out quite right for
the quarterback.
"Sometimes they don't adjust
well to I-AA." Coach Kidd admitted, "The stadiums and practice
facilities are a lot less smaller, and
they don't get steak after each
game."
Quarterback Coach Leon Hart
is not worried about Denton.
"He's done an awfully good job
of picking up the offense." Hart
said. "He's got good football
sense, and good football intelligence."
The team will not be changing
to the shotgun style play which
Denton is used to, said Hart
"I told him (Denton) if you're
used to throwing 50 to 60 times,

PC Systems

Founded in 1984.
PC Systems
Is Your Complete
Source For:
Hard Drives
Floppy Drives
CD-ROM's
Memory
Modems
Tape Drives
Motherboards
Video Cards
Network Adapters
Software. Cables
& More

Denton: Chapman has competition at QB
•• I told him (Denton) If your are used
to throwing 50 to 60 times, that's
not going to happen here.

Authorized Deafer For:

LEXJtyRK.

"We Have Seen The Future, And It Works!"
Local Internet Service Provider http://www.pcsystema.net

I'f.JOOC

Academic* Corel
WordPerfect Suite 8
Only $39.
'Restriction* Apply

Leon Hart,
quarterback coach
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that's not going to happen
here.'Hart said. "We try to keep
people off balance."
Denton, however, is not worried about the transition, or the
fight for the starting position.
Tm going to try and win the
starting job." Denton stated, Tve
got two weeks to prove I'm worthy enough to be a starter."
Denton admits that there's no
bad blood between he and
Chapman.

623-8993

"I haven't spoken to him
(Chapman) yet, but if he wins 111
back him up as best I can, and if I
win, I expect hell do the tame."
For Denton and Chapman, it is
coming down to crunch time as
training winds to a close.
The team's first game is
September 5th, here against
Kentucky State. The play of these
two talents will decide who gets
the starting job for that game, and
possibly the season.

Why Customers Buy Computers From PC Systems

■NOVELL
CREATIVE
NM (Mx La»» 1
Al prices BR tubpet so chant*.
avMtab&ry A apc*cabfc uies taj

■Founded in 1984, our company is stable, our products are reliable & our prices are competitive
■Local technical support •Fast reliable honest service 'Excellent reputation for expert advice
•One business day turnaround on warranty repairs or loaner
•Free installation on hardware upgrades purchased from PC Systems ($60/hr value)
Our computers use standard non-propnetary parts
•Our computers are custom built * serviced in Richmond. K Y
•90 days same as cash financing available (on approved credit)
So What Are You Waiting For? Stop By And Check Out The PC Systems Difference!
461 Eastern By-Pass'Shopper's VillagcRichmond, KY»(606)624-5000
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Got a clue?
Look for us every Thursday.
THE

Eastern Progress
622-1881

228 S. Second Street
Downtown Richmond
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Welcome Back Students!

n
■

Exp: 9/15/98

r

•1
I

& 32 oz. Soft Drink

i

.J

Party Pizza Special
20" Party Pizza
With 2 Toppings

J Exp: 9/15/98 Cuunabout ^^artj' stjuares_
i

H

i
$6.25
Pizza Sub Special
I
Pizza Sub, Garlic Stix i

$15.25

I
l
I
I

I

i
i
Large 14" Pizza Special i
Large 1 Topping Pizza i
i
Exp: 9/15/98

Chevron

N||

APOLLO PIZZA

$8.60

Main Street „™„

I iiuiuli \ & Tanning ( o.
62(1 Win Hill Vu\ • 623-0076

Arizona Jack's Grinders 6 Pizza ™ 837 Eastern Bypass near K-Mart

Exp: 9/15/98

naJnm tor Ira* pregnancy war. madtcal aaMa.
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Typical conversations at Arizona Jack's:
"How's your GRINDER?"
"Great!"
"How's your PIZZA?"
"Great!"
"How's your lunch?"
"Great!"
"How's your dinner?"
"Great!"
How do you like Arizona Jack's?"
"It's great!"
(This was one of our more talkative customers.)

2 Medium Pizzas
With
One(l) Topping

1-80O-CAREO02

GREAT TANNING

624-T540

$12.95

%J

HI.• Mini v W.i slu i s mi I x 75c JI lii.nl 11 n 111 in MI

\'\/ / \

$1,399.

All prices listed on
this offer include
sales tax

Hours:
Sun. - Wed. 11 a.m. -130 a.m.
Thurs. - Sat. 11 a.m. • 230 a. m

623-0330

Ag"g
I
I

8S

I Exp: 9/15/98

I
I
I

$6.95
Hoagie Special
Steak Hoagie &
Cheddar Fries
$5.95
Sub& Salad

Your choice of Pizza sub.
Sausage sub. Ham & Cheese or
a Meatball Sub
I Exp: 9/15/98

prffA

SCOQ-

At Your
"TCBV" TVeats Store
A "TCBV Treats store is a new kind
of "TCBY*" store with something
am • not only the great "TCBY*"
frozen yogurt you already love, but
some new. very exciting frozen treats.
Like hand-dipped ice cream and frozen
yogurt in lots of mouth -watenng
flavors. New "TCBY*" Treats
stores - a treat to satisfy every taste.
Treat yourself today!

1

Tdwr-iTwato
421 West Main Street
Richmond, KY 40475

Main Siraot Chavron

Buy 1 Waffle cone
Get the 2nd one for

I
Pretax* tfm coupon botor* onSaong On* ordar par coupon par vrnt.
CuMxnar mutt pay sales lax.

( omc toThe Kastern Progress Open house TODAY al 3:30 to win two (2) FREE tickets to Z-FEST ,(>S!
I astern Progress
f)221SKl
r

warn
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BACK TO
SCMOOL!

All Varieties

( «ET )
V sreatdea*, J

12 Pack Cans
Coca Cola

aSfcu^
fT^T^

^tffrttU.

r^ra? 9-11.5 oz, All Varieties
^^CTOISSant # 1*811

I

orHotPockets
—$

CottPkn

Cost Plus 10%
mm >i

PIU#9060
Umlt 4 with coupon & $5 purchase • Expires 9/2/98

-I

I

Umlt 2 with coupon & $5 purchase » Expires 9/2/98

12.5-13.5 oz. box

Nabisco
Cheese Nips

L

99

<
Co*t Wus 10%
PLU#9061

Umlt 8 with coupon & $5 purchase • Expires 9/2/98

Fresh

Glazed
Donuts

I

-I
1

i 1 OFF
$

LPIU#9062

■

^^ ■

■

-

Umlt 9 with coupon & $5 purchase • Expires 9/2/98

I

I mmCT« 11-13 oz.,
oz.,Asst.
Asst. Varieties

I
I

Oscar Mayer
Fun Pack Lunchablcs
Luitchables.

L

Cost Plus 10*
imm Km
PIU#9063

Umlt 2 with coupon & $5 purchase • Expires 9/2/98

Co«Wu»tO%
PLU#9067

J

Umlt 2 with coupon A $5 purchase • Expires 9/2/98

Limit 4, 9 oz. bas

Select Varieties

All Varieties
Dorhos

"NEW* 12.7-12.9 oz., All Varieties

Little Debbie
Snack Cakes

Assorted Varieties

Toaster
Breaks

Nestle Brand
Candy Bars

69

<

$4 69

$

4/ 1

SMITH & WOODS
MC
• No

COST PLUS 10%

Added at the
register.

■ItttMf

OPEN 6 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT EVERYDAY!
i

i

M

BEST VALUE COUPON

l-lttiVJVJ«'l']iMi

CHOOSE YOUR CRUST CHOOSE YOUR SIZE!
18" GIANT
12" MEDIUM
i^k @fe ®fe

<*m\ ifgfe €?&

Deep Original Thin &
Dish Round Crispy

Original
Round

Original
Round

Deep Original Thin &
Dish Round Crispy

'8 SLICES

I ADD CRAZY BREAD

16" EXTRA-LARGE

14"LARGE

10 SLICES

| MAKE IT A
i CRAZY COMBO
j
MEAL
2 LITER COKE

16 SLICES

12 SLICES

CHOOSE YOUR TOPPINGS: Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Green Peppers, C -ions, Ham, Bacon, Beef, Italian Sausage, Black Olives, Green Olives,
Pineapple, Banana Pepper Rings, ana Anchovies.
Availability of toe* < gi may vary by location

BEST VALUE COUPON

BEST VALUE COUPON
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LITTLE CAESARS
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2 MEDIUM
12" PIZZAS

CAESAR
SPECIAL
with Cheese & jp to 5 toppings

with cheese and 2 toppings

303W-21

little Caesars
SUMMER FEAST

1 GIANT
18" PIZZA

with Cheese and 3 toppings

1 EXTRA LARGE

Somerset
Highway 27
679-2009

BEST VALUE COUPON

$*2 CRAZY BREAD'
8 piete orders

NOW HIRING DELIVERY DRIVERS, MANAGEMENT TRAINEES AND IN STORE EMPLOYEES!
Middlesboro
Barbourville
Berea
Corbin
London
Russell Springs
Village Square
Parkway Plaza
Boone Square
Master Street
1106 S. Main
Northridge Ctrv
248-0048
546-2525
986-1644
528-9998
864-8787
"l&WO*

Richmond
539 Mafcaffey Dr.

623-0771
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